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SURFACE SITREP
Letter to Members of the Surface Navy 
Association
BY SECRETARY OF THE NAVY CARLOS DEL TORO

Colleagues and Friends,

I am proud to be one of you. I am proud to have served as a Surface 
Warfare Officer. I am proud to have served as Commanding Officer 
of USS BULKELEY. I am proud to have graduated from the U.S. Naval 
Academy.

I am proud to be a lifetime member of the Surface Navy Association. 

Yet my pride in being “one of you” goes beyond the biographical. It 
even goes beyond the relationships I have formed and the mentors 
and talented junior officers I’ve met along the way. It goes beyond 
the people whose advice and insights are still so valuable to me. 

My pride is also found in our common commitment to service. 

It is a commitment you demonstrated through your time in uniform and 
the sacrifices you’ve made. 

It is a commitment you demonstrate to this day. You understand the 
challenges our Navy and our Nation face. You are relentless in your 
search for innovative solutions. 

Without the lessons I learned alongside so many of you – in 
leadership, in problem-solving, in ethics, and in fortitude – I would 
not be where I am today.

I am honored to have the opportunity to apply these lessons at the 
highest levels of the United States Navy.

I am applying these lessons through a rigorous commitment to investing 
in training and strengthening our culture of warfighting excellence. As 
every member of the Surface Navy Association knows, people are 
the greatest competitive advantage we have on the Navy-Marine 
Corps team. 

That was true when I retired from the Navy 18 years ago. It is even 
truer today. Technology has advanced rapidly – from cyberspace 
to AI to unmanned systems and directed energy weapons – making 
people who understand these technologies invaluable. 

Our threats have grown more acute. We now have a real pacing 
threat in China, a committed adversary in Russia, and, around the 
globe, struggle with a climate in crisis.

Our Navy-Marine Corps team must continue to foster strategic 
thinkers capable of addressing such threats. We must continue to 
grow technical leaders able to use advanced technologies. 

We must train people capable of “accelerating innovation,” as VADM 
Brad Cooper so aptly put it in his interview within this publication. 
VADM Cooper’s prescription for the Fifth Fleet applies across the 
Navy-Marine Corps team. 

Our training also instills the culture we need. We cannot field the 
strongest Navy-Marine Corps team without drawing from our 
nation’s full talent pool. That demands training a generation of 
warfighters who value the abilities and contributions of all their 
fellow Sailors and Marines, regardless of background, race, 
religion, creed, or gender-identity. 

Taken together, service with the Navy-Marine Corps team instills 
the skills, principles, and leadership qualities to last a lifetime.

There has never been a better time for a young person to sign up.

As I said at the beginning of this letter, I am proud. Above all, I am 
proud to help ensure our Navy-Marine Corps team is the strongest 
in the world and can uphold maritime dominance for decades to 
come. 

I am proud to serve an institution that serves our Nation. 

Thanks to contributions from the members of the Surface Navy 
Association, our Navy-Marine Corps team is strong. Our future is 
bright. 

The lessons I learned in the Navy prepared me to be Secretary. 
One day, the same may be true for anyone reading this letter.

But not for a few more years. There is so much I have left to 
do! 

Respectfully,
Carlos Del Toro
Secretary of the Navy

S P E C I A L  E D I T I O N

The Honorable Carlos Del Toro
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What can you tell us about the biggest challenges you face in this 
region?

We have challenges, but with challenges come opportunities. As I 
look across the region, challenge number one clearly is Iran. It’s well 
understood that they're the most serious threat in the region and that 
threat manifests in several different ways.

First there's the nuclear component, then the growth in both capability 
and numbers of ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, UAVs, and also 
the employment by Iranian proxies all around the region of those 
weapons systems. That's what I'm focused on, on a daily basis.

These aren’t just potential threats; they’re actually doing it. We’ve 
seen it this year with the Houthi attacks into UAE. We see it manifest 
in Iraq and Syria and we’ve seen Iran’s capabilities increase. On a 
broader scale, any destabilizing activity in the region is a concern 
because it threatens the free flow of commerce, which is central to the 
global economy. I use the phrase all the time, this region literally and 
figuratively fuels the world. So, our focus needs to be on maritime 
security and enhancing that security. 

Given this threat, specifically from Iran, what do we do about it? 

That's the key question. Our approach is to focus on strengthening the 
partnerships that we have, and then accelerating innovation – two 
different buckets.

Regarding strengthening partnerships, when I took over, we had 
two very large maritime coalitions. First is the 34 member-nation 
Combined Maritime Forces (CMF), which is the largest maritime 
partnership in the world. The other is the International Maritime 
Security Construct (IMSC), which was eight nations at the beginning 
of the year and is now nine.

While CMF is focused on maritime security at large, IMSC is focused 
on maritime security in and around the Strait of Hormuz and the 
Bab al Mandeb — so it’s much more narrowly focused. Those are 
the big things; we have those two going for us now. I expect both 
organizations to continue growing as we enhance and strengthen 
partnerships moving forward. 

How are we leveraging these multinational partnerships?

Within CMF there are four task forces. We just stood up the fourth 
task force – Combined Task Force 153. It is currently led by a U.S. 
naval officer, Captain Rob Francis, but task force leadership will 
transition to a partner nation this fall.

All of our combined task forces have been doing great work and have 
had a lot of successes. Last year, we interdicted illegal drugs worth 
about a half-a-billion dollars in U.S. street value, which was more 
than the four previous years combined. That is pretty remarkable!

This last year, we also interdicted 9,000 illicit weapons at sea, which 
represents three times more than we seized the previous year. So, the 
efforts that we are undertaking have produced results. At the end of 
the day, that's what we're focused on, and I feel great about that.
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STRAIT OF HORMUZ (March 25, 2022) Vice Adm. Brad Cooper, 
Commander of U.S. Naval Forces Central Command, U.S. 5th Fleet and 
Combined Maritime Forces, speaks to the crew over an intercom system 
aboard guided-missile destroyer USS Gridley (DDG 101) during a transit 
through the Strait of Hormuz, March 25. Gridley is deployed to the U.S. 5th 
Fleet area of operations in support of naval operations to ensure maritime 
stability and security in the Central Region, connecting the Mediterranean 
and Pacific through the Western Indian Ocean and three strategic choke 
points. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class 
Colby A. Mothershead)

In January and February, we worked alongside our partners to 
conduct the largest maritime exercise in the Middle East this year. 
International Maritime Exercise (IMX) 2022 brought together 60 
nations and international organizations to train throughout the entire 
region. We expect to do the same thing next year with an equal or 
larger number of countries and organizations.

These are important data points on how we are strengthening 
partnerships today and into the future. 

You also mentioned “accelerating innovation.”

Yes, that’s another huge focus area for us. It is important to keep in 
mind that the maritime environment in this region is vast. It's 5,000 
miles from the Suez Canal all the way around the Arabian Peninsula 
and up to the North Arabian Gulf — and perhaps too large an area 
to cover with manned vessels.

Using emerging technologies, last year we seized on an opportunity 
to put more eyes out on the water by fielding unmanned systems. 
In September, we stood up Task Force 59 as an unmanned systems 
and artificial intelligence task force. Unmanned systems and artificial 
intelligence go together; this is an important point. There's not one 
without the other.

We have established operating hubs in Bahrain and Jordan, and 
during IMX in January and February we conducted the world’s 
largest unmanned maritime exercise to date. It involved 10 nations 
bringing more than 80 unmanned platforms together.

We are now coming up on 15,000 hours of operating time for the 
unmanned surface vessels. We have two different types of platforms. 
One of them provides a persistent ISR capability, and the other has 
a high-speed sprint capability.

In the case of the persistent ISR, we have several unmanned vessels 
underway in regional waters that have been out there for 140 days, 
which is incredible. The goal is to work with our partners and grow 
the USV capability by the summer of 2023 to a point where we have 

100 USVs operating around the theater. Our partners see the 
opportunity here and they are very committed to moving forward.

How do you measure success?

On the partnerships piece, I think the Navy is in a good position 
regionally. Virtually all of the nations in this region think of us as 
their partner of choice which is very important. 

Of the 15 nations who have a maritime boundary in our area of 
operations, I can confidently say that 13 of those nations view 
the United States Navy as their number one partner. Iran and 
Syria do not. Three things have happened: The Abraham Accords, 
signed in 2020; the shifting of Israel from EUCOM to CENTCOM 
in September of last year; and growing awareness that Iran is the 
most serious threat regionally. All of this allowed for some unique 
opportunities 

On innovation, we are moving rapidly. Our integration of new 
unmanned systems and artificial intelligence was a two-page 
white paper a year ago, and now we’re fielding USVs from the 
Red Sea to the Arabian Gulf. We expect to continue expanding 
these efforts, with our partners leading the way.

Do they know this?

They do. They understand there is tremendous opportunity in 
putting more eyes out on the water through unmanned systems and 
artificial intelligence. They can however, put as many platforms 
as they want out there, and with AI, they process and identify 
things they need to pay attention to. Our role is to provide an 
operational construct and scheme of maneuver. It’s up to them 
which platforms they choose.

As a gaining commander, how would you characterize the 
forces that are being sent to you from CONUS to carry out your 
mission?

I couldn't be happier. The forces that show up here are ready to 
go. Literally, every single unit has shown up ready to go. I’ve been 

MANAMA, Bahrain (Feb. 02, 2022) Vice Adm. Brad Cooper, Commander of 
U.S. Naval Forces Central Command, U.S. 5th Fleet and Combined Maritime 
Forces (CMF), center, poses for a photo with Royal Navy Commodore Adrian 
Fryer, CMF Deputy Commander, left, and Royal Navy Commander Claire 
Thompson, Starboard crew Commanding Officer, aboard Royal Navy frigate 
HMS Montrose (F236) while pierside in Bahrain, Feb. 2. Montrose has been 
deployed to the region since 2019 and was involved in the recent interdiction 
of two stateless vessels transporting a combined $44 million worth of illegal 
drugs in the Gulf of Oman. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 
1st Class Mark Thomas Mahmod)
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impressed, and I believe the changes that have been implemented at 
multiple levels over many years have taken effect and are proving 
their worth and value. You can see that every day in how our ships 
execute in this theater. 

You're about to get USS Sioux City (LCS-11) into Bahrain. They're 
in your AOR right now and are the first littoral combat ship to 
deploy to FIFTH Fleet.

First of all, I'm very familiar with the platform and what they are 
capable of doing from my time at SURFLANT. I do think LCS is a 
perfect fit for the region. I mean, it is a littoral combat ship and this 
AOR is a heavily littoral environment.

Thus, the two nest naturally, and it has long been the Navy's plan to 
deploy these ships to the region. So, it’s great to have one here now. 
The crew is doing great work. They’re well trained, motivated, and 
fully capable of doing the things they've been advertised to do. It’s 
great to see it happen. We have given them a full plate. They're out 
operating just like any other ship out here.

In terms of strengthening partnerships, I met them in Jeddah with our 
Saudi counterparts on board the ship. The Saudis are buying four 
modified versions called the multi-mission surface combatant.

What did the Saudi’s think when they saw Sioux City?

They loved it. It’s just so different. You go up to the bridge and 
it redefines what an OOD does from a conventional or legacy 
perspective.

How about the other assets? Do you have anything unique, 
special, or unusual out here that maybe you don't have elsewhere 
in the Navy? 

Well, I already mentioned the unmanned systems. Regarding our 
USVs, our hypothesis is that if you can operate in this environment, 
given the ruggedness of it and just the landscape, you can 
probably operate anywhere. That looks like it will be proven to 
be true.

How about the Expeditionary Support Base (ESB)? It’s the 
natural evolution to the USS Ponce (LPD-15), which was the 
Interim Afloat Staging Base that was out here.

ABU DHABI, United Arab Emirates (Oct. 31, 2021) Vice Adm. Brad Cooper, 
Commander of U.S. Naval Forces Central Command (NAVCENT), U.S. 5th 
Fleet and Combined Maritime Forces, delivers remarks at the United Arab 
Emirates War College in Abu Dhabi, Oct. 31. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass 
Communication Specialist 2nd Class Anita Chebahtah)

DUQM, Oman (NOV. 5, 2021) Vice Adm. Brad Cooper, Commander of U.S. Naval Forces Central Command (NAVCENT), U.S. 5th Fleet and Combined 
Maritime Forces, tours aboard the Royal Navy aircraft carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth (R 08) in Duqm, Oman, Nov. 5. Cooper met with Commodore Steve 
Moorhouse, the UK Carrier Strike Group Commander, and Capt. Ian Feasey, the ship’s Commanding Officer, while accompanied by U.S. Marine Corps 
Brig. Gen. Simon Doran, the senior U.S. military representative in Oman. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Anita Chebahtah)
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She’s indispensable. We have USS Lewis B. Puller (ESB 3). She’s 
currently in UAE with MH-53Es on board and will operate at sea 
with the Emiratis during our bilateral exercise Iron Defender.

Do you have an Expeditionary Fast Transport (EPF) here now? If 
so, how is it working out for you?

Wonderfully. I'll take 70 of them!

Right now, we have USNS Choctaw County (T-EPF 2). You may know 
about the Navy’s Pacific Partnership Station, Southern Partnership 
Station, and African Partnership Station. We’ve been doing these 
engagements for 20 years, but there has never been one in the 
Middle East.

So, last September, we did our first one. It was hubbed off the 
Choctaw County and we pulled it into Beirut, Lebanon, with both a 
capacity building component as well as humanitarian assistance. We 
call it Central Partnership Station – CPS – and we plan on doing 
another one this year. EPF has served in that capacity as well as a 
platform to conduct bilateral exercises. It's a platform that has a lot 
of room, and we've used it to do a lot of things. It's great.

What can you say about the Coast Guard here with Patrol Forces 
Southwest Asia, and what they are doing for you?   In particular, 
how are the new Fast Response Cutters doing as replacements to 
the 100-foot patrol boats and also as replacements for the PCs?

They are doing indispensable work. I mean that sincerely.

The FRCs give us longer legs that we just didn't have before. So, 
now we have the ability to take these platforms and push them from 
Bahrain to Karachi, Pakistan, and all the way around to operate in 
the Gulf of Aden. The previous platforms just didn't have those type 
of legs. That's one aspect.

The FRCs are also a great afloat platform for us. There is tremendous 
value with the Coast Guard Maritime Engagement Teams that we 
predominantly use to train our international partners in VBSS (Visit, 
Board, Search, and Seizure). We couldn't do what we do without 
them.

NAVAL SUPPORT ACTIVITY BAHRAIN (Sept. 30, 2021) From the left, His 
Excellency Dr. Abdulatif bin Rashed AlZayani, Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Bahrain, His Excellency Yair Lapid, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Israel, and 
Vice Adm. Brad Cooper, Commander of U.S. Naval Forces Central Command 
(NAVCENT), U.S. 5th Fleet and Combined Maritime Forces (CMF), pose for a 
photo after concluding a press conference aboard Naval Support Activity, 
Bahrain. The group met to discuss potential future opportunities for regional 
maritime security cooperation (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication 
Specialist 2nd Class Anita Chebahtah)

MANAMA, Bahrain (Nov. 18, 2021) Vice Adm. Brad Cooper, Commander of 
U.S. Naval Forces Central Command, U.S. 5th Fleet and Combined Maritime 
Forces, left, and Col. Hisham Khaleel Aljarrah, Commander of the Royal 
Jordanian Naval Force, examine Task Force 59’s new Saildrone Explorer 
unmanned surface vessel at Naval Support Activity Bahrain, Nov. 18. The 
visit signaled U.S. 5th Fleet’s commitment to partnering with Jordan after 
establishing the new unmanned task force in September 2021. (U.S. Navy 
photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Mark Thomas Mahmod)

MANAMA, Bahrain (Jan. 31, 2022) His Royal Highness Prince Salman bin 
Hamad Al-Khalifa, Crown Prince, Deputy Supreme Commander and Prime 
Minister of Bahrain, and Vice Adm. Brad Cooper, Commander of U.S. 
Naval Forces Central Command, U.S. 5th Fleet and Combined Maritime 
Forces, arrive at the pier at Naval Support Activity (NSA) Bahrain, Jan. 
31. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Mark 
Thomas Mahmod)

Then there are the Advanced Interdiction Teams and their efforts 
when we're going after illegal smuggling. They are terrific to work 
with, and frankly, I don't really distinguish between the Navy and 
Coast Guard. We’re one team. I'm super proud of them.

The U.S. Navy has had a presence here for decades. And we 
probably have no closer partner than the Royal Navy. How 
would you characterize that relationship?  

We've had a decades-long strategic relationship with the UK and 
the Royal Navy. It’s an extraordinary relationship today, and I 
think the future is incredibly bright.

As you know, my deputy for CMF is a UK Commodore. We also 
have a UK Commodore leading Task Force Sentinel, ensuring 
security of the Strait of Hormuz and the Bab al Mandeb. And then 
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we have the British forces here, all of whom are doing extraordinary 
work.

We've done a lot of interoperability with UK Sailors on our mine 
countermeasures ships and our Sailors on their MCMVs. Their 
platforms, including the minesweeping vessels, the frigate HMS 
Montrose (F236), and the Royal Fleet Auxiliary ship RFA Cardigan 
Bay — they all do great work and are terrific teammates. We also 
had the Queen Elizabeth Carrier Strike Group come through here, 
and we worked together both on their way to and on their way back 
from INDOPACOM.  

Let's talk about your people. What would you like to say about 
them?

I'll share with you what I share with the entire staff and every 
command here, and that is that every success we have is going to 
start and end with people.

There's lots of gadgets, widgets, and processes and everything else. 
But it's the people that are truly making things happen here. I'll 
give you the great example of Task Force 59. The secret sauce isn’t 
the robots; it's the people who are making things happen and the 
uniqueness of their skillsets that has propelled us forward.

Across the staff, people are doing great work. The commanders and 
the commanding officers are leading extraordinarily well. Our Chiefs 
Mess is particularly effective here, and I think every Sailor is doing 
a great job.

Last year, we had 90 percent of our PC commanding officers screen 
for O-5 command — that’s our highest ever. The reenlistment rate 
here is higher than the Navy average and our attrition rate is well 
below the average, and that’s attributed to the Chiefs Mess and 
commanders setting great conditions and a very positive command 
climate. I’m super happy.

What would you say to someone who's being offered orders to 
Bahrain?

Our goal is to make Bahrain the Navy's number one overseas duty 
assignment. Last year, Bahrain was selected as the number one 
base out of more than 60 in the Navy.

When you consider the quality of living, educational opportunities 
and career satisfaction, Bahrain is just a really great experience 
for our service members, civilian personnel and families. From a 
professional perspective, you wake up every day and there is 
meaningful work to be done. Additionally, our children receive a 
wonderful education at the Bahrain DOD school and the Bahraini 
people are very welcoming in the community. We certainly 
appreciate their friendship.

LONDON (May 24, 2022) Vice Adm. Brad Cooper, Commander of U.S. 
Naval Forces Central Command, U.S. 5th Fleet and Combined Maritime 
Forces, speaks about unmanned systems and artificial intelligence in naval 
operations at an international security conference at the Farnborough 
International Exhibition and Conference Centre, May 24. (U.S. Navy photo)
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"We’re a Small Staff with a Lot To Do, 
but, as Surface Warriors, This is Really 
Where You Want to Be"
An Interview with CAPT Robert Francis, USN 
Commander Destroyer Squadron (DESRON) 50 and 
Task Force (TF) 55, Bahrain
BY CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, U.S. NAVY (RET)

As someone who has deployed to the Fifth Fleet area of responsibility 
(AOR) before, how has your mission evolved?

The force flow is somewhat irregular. We can have a carrier along with five 
CRUDES ships and an ARG all at the same time.

But right now, we have the cruiser USS Port Royal (CG 73), homeported 
in San Diego, two independent DDG deployers—USS Gonzalez (DDG 66) 
out of Norfolk and USS Momsen (DDG 92) from Everett, along with the 
Mayport-based USS Sioux City (LCS 11), which is just now coming into our 
AOR.

We also have the TF 55 ships that are based here, the five Cyclone-class 
PCs and the four Coast Guard Fast Response Cutters (FRCs). With two more 
coming later this year. We decommissioned five PCs earlier this year. The 
last remaining 110-foot patrol boat, USCGC Baranof (WPB 1318), will 
decommission in September.

If we don’t have a carrier out in the GOO (Gulf of Oman), then we have to 
use our available forces where they're most effective. Some of our smaller 
ships have spent a lot more time operating in the Gulf of Oman and the 
Arabian Sea instead of solely inside the Arabian Gulf. We still do the 
straight transits and the layered defense missions.  

We work closely with U.S. Air Force units and the CAOC (Combined Air 
Operations Center) at Al Udeid Air Base, Qatar, and with our coalition 
partners in the region.

We look for opportunities all the time--not only to work with forces that are 
directly supporting our missions, but other forces that are in the area as well, 
because not every ship in our AOR works for the Fifth Fleet. For example, 
there will be frigates supporting the European Union’s EU NAVFOR Somalia 
Operation Atalanta, protecting World Food Program food shipments to 
Somalia. They may not work for us, but they work with us.

Do you do a lot of theater security cooperation (TSC)?

Every ship here becomes accustomed to theater security cooperation (TSC) 
and conducting exercises with our close partners around the region. TSC is 
still a priority and we like to give our Sailors the opportunities for port calls. 
During COVID, our port visits were limited, so a lot of our forces didn’t get a 
chance to go ashore and get to know the ports and the people. But just about 
the entire theater has reopened.

Do you participate in coalition operations?

Our TF 55 ships have been very active supporting Combined Task Force 150, 
which is the multinational task group composed of warships from numerous 
coalition nations responsible for patrolling the Indian Ocean as part of the 
global war on terrorism. There have been a number of interdictions over the 
past several months.

And that includes your smaller ships—the PCs and FRCs?

Yes. We’ve had our PCs travel as far as Karachi, Pakistan, and our FRCs 
have been as far south as the Gulf of Aden. We have challenged our ships 
to take on missions that we typically wouldn't consider sending PCs or FRCs. 
The PCs and FRCs are small ships, but they have really long legs. They’re 
highly capable platforms with superb crews. We’ve sent them out further out 

of necessity.

We had a couple FRCs on the CTF 152 Arabian Gulf maritime security 
mission last week. The FRC crews are highly capable. They have the VBSS 
boarding team onboard, they operate just like the PCs, except they’re 
brand new. The seakeeping is about the same as a PC, actually a little 
better, and much better than the 110-foot patrol boats they replaced.

That said, we have to carefully manage the sustainment and schedule the 
maintenance, so we don’t consume all of our readiness unnecessarily. We 
work very closely with PATFORSWA (Coast Guard Patrol Forces Southwest 
Asia) to do that. We have a great relationship with PATFORSWA. We 
have to be good stewards of these wonderful vessels the Coast Guard 
have provided to us, because they’re going to be around for a long time 
here in Fifth Fleet.

I see no reason why we shouldn’t be pushing the FRCs out even further. 
These guys are doing some really, really heavy lifting.

I know that the Coast Guard has deployed their FRCs in the Pacific on 
some long voyages. We're different than the South Pacific, because we 
have logistics stops throughout theater. Things are pretty spread out, and 
you’re usually going 600 miles max before you can stop. We also have 
Military Sealift Command Combat Logistics Force replenishment ships in 
the region, and the FRCs can conduct astern refueling at sea with an oiler 
or a T-AKE.

What's the biggest challenge you have right now?

Our biggest challenge is that there's a lot to do. We have ships from the 
Suez Canal all the way up to the top of the Northern Arabian Gulf, and 
everywhere in between. In spite of the overwhelming desire for more 
ships in more places around the theater, we have to carefully manage 
our forces. It's a huge theater and with limited resources, obviously, we 
need to make choices. No matter how many forces you have, there always 
seems to be an even bigger demand. But I think we are doing really well 
with the forces that we have available to us. 

How would you characterize the readiness and level of training for 
the ships that are deploying here?

Every single ship that comes out here is superbly led and well resourced.  

CAPT Robert Francis, USN
Commander Destroyer Squadron (DESRON) 50

and Task Force (TF) 55, Bahrain
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We don’t have ships that come into Fifth Fleet and sit pier side. They’re 
operating. The nation is getting its money’s worth as far as readiness is 
concerned.

We understand our responsibility to maintain that readiness. Every single in 
port period is an opportunity to sustain the ships. If a ship has a CASREP, we’ll 
fly techs in to support them wherever they are.

Do you have a regional maintenance center here?

We have a Forward Deployed Regional Maintenance Center detachment. 
They’re based out of Naples. They’re superb. Every ship that comes here 
leaves in the same shape, or better than when we got them. 

When a crew comes here on deployment, I'm pretty sure that the fleet 
commander, and certainly my expectation is, when they leave here, they'll 
be better warfighters than when they got here.

But we don’t want to consume all of their readiness and send them back. 
These are still our frontline forces. They have to be ready to fight on short 
notice when they get here, and when they leave and go back home.

USS Sioux City (LCS 11) is now deployed, and after serving with Sixth 
Fleet, is in the Fifth Fleet AOR.  What can you tell me about having a 
littoral combat ship in the region?

LCS isn’t like anything that has come out to Fifth Fleet. We recognize that that 
LCS was built for this AOR. We have a CO and a crew that's 100% locked 
on to helping us understand how to integrate the Freedom class into our 
operations, because this is our future. 

They’re currently on patrol.  Right now, she’s conducting boardings, and doing 
the real-world mission we need her to do. She’s also providing air domain 
awareness for the CAOC, which is something the ship wasn’t designed for.

We’ll do a planned maintenance availability when they get to here to 
Bahrain, and we’ll exercise every one of our support capabilities and 
facilities.

When they go back out, she’s going to be doing some of the same maritime 
security missions as the PCs and FRCs. We’ll exercise all of the ship’s 
capabilities. We want to find out what she can do.

There have been some concerns about LCS fuel consumption and 
readiness.

We’ve heard the criticism that LCS has short legs. Okay, if you run it around 

at 40 knots all the time, that may be true. But most ships get on station 
and then sit and wait. When she’s station keeping, it’s at an economical 
speed that offers good fuel consumption. I don’t have an oiler following 
her around.  

As for readiness, I’ll say this directly. I look at all of my ships every single 
day, and Sioux City is green across the board. We brought her out at 
the hottest time of the year, which is challenging conditions for any ship. 
So far, we are very happy with Sioux City, her capabilities and her 
operational availability.  

This is our future out here. She’s doing a wonderful job. 

If you ask me, I’d like three or four more out here tomorrow.

NAVAL SUPPORT ACTIVITY BAHRAIN (July 29, 2021) – Capt. Robert C. 
Francis, incoming commander of Destroyer Squadron (DESRON) 50 and 
Task Force (TF) 55, salutes the flag during a change of command ceremony 
presided over by Vice Adm. Brad Cooper, commander, U.S. Naval Forces 
Central Command, U.S. 5th Fleet and Combined Maritime Forces, onboard 
Naval Support Activity Bahrain, July 29. DESRON 50 and TF 55 operate 
in the U.S. 5th Fleet area of operations in support of naval operations to 
ensure maritime stability and security in the Central Region, connecting the 
Mediterranean and Pacific through the western Indian Ocean and three 
critical chokepoints to the free flow of global commerce. (U.S. Navy photo 
by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Adelola Tinubu)

ARABIAN GULF (Sept. 21, 2021) Marines assigned to the All Domain Reconnaissance Detachment, 11th Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU), and Coast 
Guardsmen assigned to the Advanced Interdiction Team, Task Force 55, board the fast response cutter USCGC Robert Goldman (WPC 1142) during 
visit, board, search, and seizure training, Sept. 21. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Sgt. Seth Rosenberg/Released)
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What can you tell us about your staff?

We have a very small staff. Our primary mission is taking care of ships 
operating in the fleet.  There's always something happening. It's very dynamic 
and it brings opportunities for a junior officer, that very few of your peers 
will be afforded.

Five-Five has its fingers in just about everything that goes on out here. As 
hard as they work, they don't complain about it. It's just what we do here in 
Five-Five.

We see this as our opportunity to continue to serve the fleet, and make sure 
that in our support role, the ships are ready for any and every single mission 
that we send them out to perform. And the proof is in the results.

Do you have a Warfare Tactics Instructor (WTI)?

We just checked in our first WTI. We’re excited about having a WTI to 
help us work with Task Force, 59, the unmanned and artificial intelligence 
Task Force, which is one of the key areas for us, as we look to integrate 
manned and unmanned forces into our fleet operating constructs. WTIs have 
training that most of us don’t have, and they understand the resources that 
are available to us from the Surface and Mine Warfighting Development 
Center. Our WTI can help us capture and share those lessons learned as we 
grow and move forward. 

What keeps you up at night?

I sleep pretty well. We have superb ships with well-led and capable crews.

Every single ship that comes out is ready on arrival. And do they have 
material issues every once in a while? Sure. If there's a problem on the ship, 
I'm hearing about it from the CO. 

My COs are candid with me. They tell me what their problems are, and they 
tell me how they’re going to fix them. That’s a good culture.

What advice would you give to something thing about their next duty 
station?

I think our sailors and officers love being part of all the operations that we 
get to do. They understand and realize the expeditionary nature of Task 
Force Five-Five. We stand watches in our 24/7 operations center. When we 
conduct exercises or operations, we’ll embark our ships.  We’re truly a part 
of fleet operations. Yes, we’re a small staff with a lot to do, but, as Surface 
Warriors, this is really where you want to be.

ARABIAN GULF (June 8, 2022) Kuwait missile attack craft Failaka (P3715) steams alongside guided-missile cruiser USS Port Royal (CG 73) during a 
passing exercise while operating in the Arabian Gulf, June 7. Port Royal is deployed to the U.S. 5th Fleet area of operations to help ensure maritime 
security and stability in the Middle East region. (U.S. Navy photo)

GULF OF OMAN (May 16, 2022) An interdiction team from guided-missile 
destroyer USS Momsen (DDG 92) boards a fishing vessel May 16. The vessel 
was seized while transiting international waters in the Gulf of Oman. (U.S. 
Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Lily Gebauer)

GULF OF OMAN (May 15, 2022) Bags of illegal narcotics lie on the deck of 
a fishing vessel interdicted by U.S. Coast Guard fast response cutter USCGC 
Glen Harris (WPC 1144) in the Gulf of Oman, May 15. (U.S. Navy photo)
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Coast Guard’s 14th District Covers a 
Lot of Ocean, Partners with Many 
Nations in Oceania
BY CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)

The U. S. Coast Guard’s Fourteenth District covers more than 14 
million square miles of land and sea. From the Hawaiian Islands and 
across most of the Central and Western Pacific and is responsible for 
operational units ashore and afloat on Oahu, Maui, Kauai, the Big 
Island, as well as American Samoa, Saipan, Guam, Singapore and 
Japan. Performing maritime safety, protection of natural resources, 
maritime security, homeland security, and national defense missions. 
It’s the Coast Guard’s largest district in terms of size.

Today, more than 1,150 active duty, 150 reserve, 80 civilian, and 
400 Auxiliary men and women make up the Fourteenth District, which 
boasts the Coast Guard’s largest area of responsibility. 

The district has two sectors. Sector Honolulu has four cutters assigned; 
the 225-foot buoy tender USCGC Juniper (WLB 201) and three Fast 
response cutters, USCGC Oliver Berry (WPC 1124), USS William 
Hart (WPC 1134) and USCGC Joseph Gerczak (WPC 1126).  Two 
87-foot patrol boats, USCGC Kittiwake (WPB 87316) and USCGC 
Ahi (WPB 87364), were recently decommissioned. Sector Guam also 
has an aids-to-navigation tender, USCGC Sequoia (WLB 215), as 
well as three FRCs, USCGC Myrtle Hazard (WPC 1139), USS Oliver 
Henry (WPC 1140) and USCGC Frederick Hatch (WPC 1143).

Additionally, two Pacific Area National Security Cutters, USCGC 
Kimball (WMSL 756) and USCGC Midgett (WMSL 757) are 
homeported at Honolulu.

“We have other NSCs homeported at Alameda, Calif., that call here 
and operate in support of D14 at times, patrolling the waters and 
working with militaries and enforcement agencies for our partner 
nations in the region,” said Lt. Jacob Tronaas, the Future Operations 
Officer for the District 14’s Response Division. “We have USCGC 
Monroe out here operating for us right now, and she’s homeported 
on the west coast. They’re just completing about a 45-day patrol 
for us and ending up in Guam.  She was pulling into various ports, 
engaging with military forces and conducting boardings at sea. She 
was conducting what we call engagements contingent or coincidental 
to operations at sea, or ECTOS.”

Sector Honolulu has small boat stations on Oahu, Kauai, and Maui, 
operating with 45-foot Response Boat-Mediums.

The Sector has an Aids to Navigation Team, and manages Marine 
Safety Units on Oahu, Maui, Kauai, and the big island, with a 
detachment at Pago Pago in American Samoa.

The boat crews work with state, local and other federal partners, 
such as police, fire, rescue, NOAA, the Navy and, of course, the Coast 
Guard Auxiliary.

“Our International Port Security Liaison Program team travels to all 
of the countries in the region to help them with their physical security, 
procedures and documentation,” said Tronaas. “It helps them, and 
it helps us because we can trust the ships that leave their ports and 
come to ours.”

D14 is involved in illegal trafficking operations, but doesn’t get 
involved in the end game as much as those districts stateside that 
are interdicting illicit vessels trying to enter the U.S.

Migrant interdiction is an important Coast Guard mission, but not 
as big here for us as it is in other districts, such as D7 in Florida.

Defense readiness and our joint operations with the other U.S. 
armed forces is always an important mission in this AOR.

PACAREA has deployable special forces, and we have a Maritime 
Safety and Security Team (MSST) based here that is trained 
and equipped for counter-terrorism missions and protecting local 
maritime assets. 

USCG Air Station Barbers Point is home to the newest HC-130J 
aircraft, as well as the MH-65 Dolphin helicopters to help carry 
out the service’s missions.

“Illegal unregulated and unreported fishing (IUUF) is essentially 
an international law enforcement mission,” Tronaas said, “whereas 
living marine resources refers to enforcement and protection of 
our domestic fisheries. We help to protect the humpback whale 
population each year when they gather on the leeward side of the 
islands to spawn.  We have a big surge operation to make sure we 
don’t have boats harassing the whales.”

Search and Rescue (SAR) is a well-known Coast Guard mission, and 
D14’s area of SAR responsibility is huge. Both Guam and Honolulu 
have designated SAR cutters, and the new HC-130Js, flying from 
Barbers Point, can be airborne on short notice to look for stranded 
or missing mariners.  D14 maintains close relationships with those 
countries and authorities that manage the adjacent SAR regions.

Partner Presence

There are several other nations with a presence in the region.

The Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (QSD), colloquially known as 
the “Quad,” includes Australia, India, Japan, and the United States, 
and was envisioned to establish an "Asian Arc of Democracy.”

Australia and New Zealand have possessions or a longstanding 
relationship in helping some of the underdeveloped nations in 

Estimated exclusive economic zones (EEZs) of Pacific Island countries and 
territories (PICTs). The EEZs of countries that are the Parties to the Nauru 
Agreement are shown in darker blue. Note that not all EEZs of PICTs have 
been officially delineated under the United Nations Convention on the Law 
of the Sea. (ResearchGate)
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Oceania. Both Australia and New Zealand are closely aligned with 
their Pacific strategies. Australia is also engaged with neighbors in 
Melanesia. Australia has provided 22 “Pacific-class” patrol boats to 
12 nations in Oceania and Melanesia to monitor and protect their 
waters. As these boats are getting old, Australia is getting ready to 
provide newer vessels.  

A series of documents from the United Kingdom has affirmed that 
country’s need to engage with the Indo-Pacific more deeply for its 
own security.

France has significant presence in the Pacific, with New Caledonia, 
Wallis, and Futuna and French Polynesia. In the Pacific Ocean, 
the French Armed Forces in New Caledonia (FANC) and in French 
Polynesia (FAPF) operate helicopter-equipped surveillance frigates, 
patrol vessels and multi-mission ships, maritime surveillance aircraft, 
transport aircraft and helicopters.

“If we have a WMSL in French Polynesia, there’s usually a French ship 
nearby, and they can operate together,” Tronaas said.

Multi-Mission Buoy Tenders

The Coast Guard operates some of the only aids to navigation ships 
in all of Oceania. District 14 has the USCGC Juniper (WLB 201) at 
Honolulu, and USCGC Sequoia (WLB 215) at Guam.

Sequoia and Juniper are two of the Juniper-class buoy tenders built 
in Marinette, Wisc.

In addition to their ATON role, the 225s are truly multi-mission cutters 
that conduct SAR, law enforcement, oil spill recovery, homeland 
security and even ice breaking operations. 

The WLBs are equipped with dynamic positioning that allows them to 
stay in position even in 30 knot winds and 8-foot waves.

The 2,000-ton tenders have two boats and a crane that make them 
especially useful--and desirable--in remote locations.

The WLB’s crane is used to retrieve buoys from the water for 
servicing. But at some of the out-of-the-way islands, that crane can 
also perform tasks they have no way of performing themselves, such 
as retrieving anchors or other objects, some of which have been 
submerged for decades.

A boat crew from the USCGC Joseph Gerczak (WPC 1126) transports 
NOAA Fisheries and American Samoa Marine Police members to conduct 
fisheries law enforcement in the American Samoa exclusive economic zone, 
Aug. 8, 2019. The Central and Western Pacific is home to more than 60 
percent of the world's commercially harvested tuna, and the U.S. works 
cooperatively in the Pacific to protect living marine resources. (U.S. Coast 
Guard photo by Petty Officer 3rd Class Scott Sabatini/Released)

The Coast Guard Cutters Joseph Gerczak and Juniper refuel in Papeete, 
Tahiti, while underway during Operation Aiga, February 6, 2022. The two 
cutters are in the region combating illegal, unreported, and unregulated 
fishing and other maritime threats on the high seas throughout the Pacific. 
(U.S. Coast Guard photo courtesy of the CGC Juniper)

The crew of USCGC Joseph Gerczak (WPC 1126) prepare to moor at 
the port of Pago Pago, American Samoa, Aug. 3, 2019. They will conduct 
a joint fisheries patrol with NOAA Fisheries and American Samoa Marine 
Police members. (U.S. Coast Guard photo by Chief Petty Officer Sara 
Muir/Released)

The crew of the Coast Guard Cutter Joseph Gerczak (WPC 1126) arrive 
to their new homeport of Honolulu Feb. 4, 2018, following a 42-day transit 
from Key West, Florida, where the cutter was delivered. The Gerczak is the 
second of three 154-foot Fast Response cutters to arrive to Hawaii. (U.S. 
Coast Guard photo by Chief Petty Officer Sara Muir/Released)
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The Guam-based Sequoia has frequent international engagements. 
It performs a lot of the ATON work for Palau, FSM and Marshall 
Islands, and others.

“The buoy tenders are so capable in this region, because they have 
terrific range and endurance, their boats and lift capacity, and they 
carry medical people on board. They do great work,” Tronaas said.

“We recently conducted a mission with Navy divers to clear the 
channel at Kapingamarangi to allow ships to safely enter the 
lagoon,” Tronaas said.  “We couldn’t have done all of that without 
Sequoia’s crane.”

Operation Blue Pacific

A major mission for the district is Operation Blue Pacific, which 
promotes security, safety, sovereignty, and economic prosperity in 
Oceania while strengthening relationships with partner nations in the 
region. The Coast Guard works closely with the Pacific nations to 
combat illegal unregulated and unreported fishing (IUUF). These small 
countries are especially dependent upon fisheries for sustenance and 
income.

“For most of these countries, fisheries represent their most important 
food resource, and are the basis of their economy,” said Lt. Jacob 
Tronaas, the Future Operations Officer for the District 14’s Response 
Division.

According to Tronaas, there are thousands of fishing vessels in 
international waters in the Pacific at any given moment, but they don’t 
always have the proper permits.

Some nations sell permits to fish in their waters. As small countries, 
the permits are a huge income generator.  Others, like Palau, have 
a more restrictive policy. “They’ve taken a hard line against IUU,” 
Tronaas said. “They basically declared their whole EEZ as a marine 
protection zone. You can't commercially fish in there unless you're 
doing it as a Palauan.”

The Pacific Island Forum Fisheries Agency, based at Honiara Solomon 
Islands, serves as the regional fisheries surveillance center. 

While the regional organizations are important, Tronaas said the 
Coast Guard usually operates under bilateral agreements with 
the various countries. The shipriders from the different countries, 
operating in their waters and under the bilateral agreements, have 
more authority than those that might be enforcing the regional 
regulations.

The Coast Guard also has a standing agreement with DOD 
called the Oceania Maritime Security Initiative (OMSI) to 
leverage the presence of Navy ships transiting the region to 
increase our maritime domain awareness and support maritime 
law enforcement operations in Oceania.  OMSI helps to enforce 
international law in order to protect the United States and Pacific 
Island Nations’ resource security and sovereignty.  Detachments 
from the Coast Guard’s Pacific Tactical Law Enforcement Team can 
use the Navy ships to conduct high seas boardings and inspections 
in accordance with the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries 
Convention’s WCPFC standard operating procedures.

“On the high seas outside of any of the nations’ EEZs, we have 
authority from the WCPFC, which has been designated by the UN 
as the regional fisheries management organization. The member 
nations have agreed that the only way to actually enforce these 
rules is to have officers go out to enforce them,” Tronaas said. 
“And we can support them with our cutters.”

Capable Cutters

Replacing the 110-foot Island-class patrol boats with FRCs has 
provided the opportunity to conduct missions further down range.  
For example, USCGC Joseph Gerczak recently completed a 
voyage to American Samoa (a distance of about 2.600 air miles).

The commander for Sector Honolulu, Cmdr. Aja Kirksey, said the 
option of sending an FRC with a WLB together as a surface action 
group (SAG) has proven to be successful. But it’s a stretch.

“As good as the FRC is, it isn’t the optimal asset for this area of 
operations,” Kirksey said. “We've been lucky because we’ve done 
really good operational planning, and we put a lot of attention 
on the success of this mission. But we’re exceeding the design and 
operational intent of what this asset was created to do.”

Kirksey said the Coast Guard’s new Offshore Patrol Cutter (OPC), 
which will replace the aging fleet of 210-foot and 270-foot 
medium endurance cutters (MEC), will be better suited for the long 
missions.

The crew of the Honolulu-based USCGC Cutter William Hart (WPC 1134) 
completed a 39-day patrol of more than 7,000 nautical miles in Oceania 
in support of the Coast Guard’s Operation Blue Pacific, in December 
2021.  The cutter is seen here participating in the Pacific Islands Forum 
Fisheries Agency’s (FFA) Operation Kurukuru off American Samoa, Oct. 29, 
2021. Operation Kurukuru is an annual coordinated maritime surveillance 
operation with the goal of combating illegal, unreported, and unregulated 
(IUU) fishing. (USCG Photo)

USCGC Juniper (WLB 201) is a 225-foot multi-mission buoy tender based 
at Honolulu.
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Supporting Navy-Marine Corps 
Expeditionary Logistics with 
Unmanned Surface Vehicles
BY GEORGE GALDORISI

The U.S. military has embraced “Jointness” as a warfighting mantra 
for a host of reasons, not the least of which is the fact that in any 
conflict, the Army, Air Force, Navy and Marines will need to harness 
all their capabilities together – in a synergistic way – in order to 
ensure victory against a determined adversary. One needs to look 
no further than recent U.S. military exercises where the Services have 
worked together to understand that this desire to instantiate Jointness 
has traction.

That said, this “new” move to Jointness misses the fact that the Navy 
and Marine Corps have been partners for over two centuries, working 
together in war and in peace. And nowhere is this intersection and 
working together been more evident than when the surface ships in 
the Expeditionary Assault Navy – the “L-ships” – embark combat 
Marines for missions such as amphibious assault. These operations 
have been highly successful in the past and have become even more 
effective as tactics, techniques, and procedures, as well as technology, 
have evolved.

If my three tours in the U.S. Navy’s amphibious forces – where I worked 
closely with embarked U.S. Marines in a large number of amphibious 
exercises – taught me anything, it is that while many functions are 
important in an amphibious assault, once the assault is underway 
and troops are on the beach, logistics is the critical factor in ensuring 
their success. U.S. Marines in the fight use enormous quantities of 
ammunition, fuel, food, and other material as they attempt to move 
off the beachhead.

However, increasingly, many are identifying logistics as a potential 
Achilles’ Heel in any amphibious operation. Over the past several 
decades, potential adversaries have developed extensive anti-
access/area denial (A2/AD) capabilities that put at risk ships and 

craft used to deliver logistics support in an amphibious assault. 
While not all risks can be effectively mitigated with emerging 
technology, one can: the need to continuously resupply Marines 
on the beach with the large quantities of the resources they need 
to continue the fight and move inland. This is where the emerging 
technology of unmanned surface vehicles can provide a critical 
advantage and keep Sailors and Marines out of harm’s way.

Background

Over 2,500 years ago, Sun Tzu noted, "The line between disorder 
and order lies in logistics." While logistics may not stir a great 
deal of passion among Navy and Marine Corps warfighters, one 
doesn’t need to be a historian to understand the importance of 
logistics to warfare over many millennia. From Alexander the 
Great, who noted, "My logisticians are a humorless lot...they know 
if my campaign fails, they are the first ones I will slay," to Captain 
Alfred Thayer Mahan, who said, "Logistics are as vital to military 
success as daily food is to daily work," to Lieutenant General 
Fredrick Franks, USA, 7th Corps Commander during Desert Storm, 
who noted, "Forget logistics, you lose," to many others, successful 
military leaders know the value of logistics.

Some years ago, General Robert Barrow, then-Commandant of 
the U.S. Marine Corps, coined a phrase that is still a staple of U.S. 

Devil_Ray_T38_Backangle (Photo by Andrew Clark)

Devil Ray T38 on Tilt Trailer Showing Launch Ramp Aft (Photo by Andrew Clark)
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War College curricula, "Amateurs talk about tactics, but professionals 
study logistics."  More recently, at a USNI/AFCEA “West” symposium, 
Brigadier General Arthur Pasagian, USMC, Commander, Marine 
Corps Systems Command, noted, “Logistics is a key enabler for all 
we do.”

Also, the Commanding General of the First Marine Expeditionary 
Force, Lieutenant General George W. Smith, Jr., sharpened the focus 
on the criticality of logistics to the Navy-Marine Corps mission, noting:

We are not putting enough emphasis on logistics. We need to 
pressure test logistics because we can’t win without sustainment. 
The challenge for the Marine Corps is the last logistical mile 
and we have much more work to do to address our logistics 
challenges. 

Armed with the experience of two-decades of war in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, the U.S. military is focusing more intently on logistics 
than it has in some time. This includes maritime logistics, a subject that 
has been addressed in a number of recent articles in professional 
journals. Here is how Commander Colin Fox put it in the pages of the 
February 2020 issue of U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings in an article 
entitled, “Pair AI with Emerging Tech to Create Smart Convoys.”

The great diversity of challenges that threaten the U.S. Navy in 
the near term – spanning all domains and all levels of warfare 
– has led to an unequal concentration of effort, leaving some 
areas unaddressed. Maritime logistics ranks chief among them 
. . . great maritime powers have always sought the capacity 
to interdict their enemies “vital lines of communication” while 
protecting their own. Fleet Admiral Ernest King’s strategic 
retrospective still applies: “It is no easy matter in a global war 
to have the right materials in the right place at the right time in 
the right quantities.”

While many naval professionals do acknowledge the importance 
of logistics, this vital function often gets shunted aside as a priority. 
Here is how one Commander Justin McCaffree put it in the pages of 
the October 2021 issue of the U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings in an 
article entitled “Improve Combat Logistics”

Warfare is often viewed through the lens of iconic objects, 
such as a field of men wearing blue and gray uniforms, the 
M-4 Sherman tank, and the nuclear-powered aircraft carrier. 
What those images ignore are the forces that provide combat 
logistics—the sinews that link the resources to the warfighter.

Amphibious operations represent perhaps the one area where 
logistics cannot fail. Once Marines are on the beach, if their logistics 
break down, they have few options to continue the fight, and might 
even have to withdraw.

The Challenge of Amphibious Logistics

U.S. Sea Service professionals have not been the only ones who 
have addressed the importance of logistics to warfighting in the 
third decade of the 21st Century. On the other side of the Atlantic, 
two Royal United Services Institute (the world’s oldest “think tank”) 
research fellows, Dr. Sidharth Kaushal and Dr. Jack Watling, published 
an insightful article in RUSI Defence. Their overarching thesis was 
captured in the title of their piece, “Amphibious Assault Is Over,” 
and amplified in the article’s subtitle “The conduct of amphibious 
operations is currently undergoing a drastic overhaul in response 
to an array of emerging threats.” Two phrases in their piece are 

telling: “The prospect of assaulting a hostile shore today is more 
daunting than ever,” and “The capacity of Marines to push inland 
must depend on the security of their logistical support.” 

While Drs. Kaushal and Watling surfaced many valid concerns 
regarding the efficacy of conducting opposed amphibious assaults 
in the face of: “sophisticated anti-access/area denial (A2AD) 
capabilities that threaten our strategic reach and operational 
freedom of maneuver,” their thesis was not that amphibious 
assault operations are dead, but that we must design platforms, 
systems, sensors and weapons that help ensure that the assaulting 
forces can successfully conduct a mission that is now much more 
challenging in the present than it has been in the past.  Effectively, 
we need to rethink a new approach to the traditional “amphibious 
assault.”

The Navy-Marine Corps team has been proactive in pushing the 
edge of the envelope in leveraging new technologies to make 
the nation’s expeditionary assault force more distributed, lethal, 
survivable, and sustainable. Many of these technologies have 
aided high-end and highly visible missions, but others have looked 
at missions conducted by the Navy-Marine Corps team that are 
typically “below the radar.” Given the importance of logistics to 
the success of any amphibious assault, the sustainability function is 
one that is ripe for new technology insertion.

Enhancing Expeditionary Logistics with Emerging Technology 

Navy-Marine Corps exercises such as a series of Advanced Naval 
Technology Exercise (ANTX) events and the annual Bold Alligator 
series have looked at a wide-range of emerging technologies 
that can make expeditionary assault forces more lethal, agile, 
and survivable. Other events have examined different missions 
conducted by the Navy-Marine Corps team, specifically the 
logistics and sustainment function.

One doesn’t need to be a Clausewitz or Sun Tzu to understand the 
importance of logistics to warfare over many millennia. For the 
Navy-Marine Corps team, this plays out most prominently during 
an amphibious assault. The INDOPACOM Joint Exercise Valiant 
Shield exercise, overseen by Commander Marine Forces Pacific 
(MARFORPAC) and conducted on the Marianas Island Range 
Complex as well as the island of Guam, experimented with using 
emerging technology to provide sustainment to Marines on the 
beachhead during this critical juncture of an amphibious assault. 

Using manned naval craft for this sustainment mission puts 
operators at unnecessary risk of enemy fire from near-shore 

Devil_Ray_T38_High_Speed (Photo by Andrew Clark)
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obstacles that were not cleared prior to the assault phase. Using 
scarce manned craft to perform this mission also takes them away 
from more necessary roles. That is why this major Navy-Marine Corps 
amphibious exercise evaluated the ability of unmanned surface 
vehicles to conduct this sustainment mission.

MARFORPAC used USVs during Valiant Shield 2018 to resupply 
the landing force. The exercise coordinator used a catamaran 
hull, 12-foot MANTAS USV to provide rapid ship-to-shore logistics 
sustainment.  While this small, autonomously operated, USV carried 
only one hundred and twenty pounds of cargo, the proof-of-concept 
worked and demonstrated that unmanned surface vehicles could 
effectively resupply troops ashore.

Using unmanned vehicles for the sustainment mission can be a game-
changer for expeditionary assault forces.  Beyond taking operators 
out of harm’s way, using USVs in this role frees manned craft for other 
missions. Additionally, having a continuous, preprogrammed, logistics 
resupply process to perform one of the dull, dirty, and dangerous 
functions important in an amphibious assault means that there is 
one less thing for the commander to have to manage during these 
operations.

This proof-of-concept with a 12-foot MANTAS USV achieved positive 
results. That said, resupply in 120-pound increments is far less than 
is required to provide what is needed by the Marines on the beach. 
The Valiant Shield exercise provided the impetus and inspiration to 
continue to explore the use of USVs for amphibious force sustainment. 
Now, the Navy and Marine Corps are looking to “scale-up” smaller 
USVs and continue to experiment with using larger USVs to provide 
larger sustainment quantities.  

“Scaling-Up” to Deliver Expeditionary Logistics

To undertake this scaling-up effort, the maker of the MANTAS family 
of USVs (Maritime Tactical Systems, Inc.) was asked by the Navy 
and Marine Corps to develop a larger proof-of-concept unmanned 
surface vehicle for this logistics sustainment mission using the same 
catamaran hull design as the smaller vessel used in Valiant Shield.

A 38-foot unmanned surface vehicle, re-designated as the T38 Devil 
Ray, has been demonstrated in a number of exercises, ranging from 

Trident Warrior, to IBP-21, to IMX-22 to Autonomous Warrior 
22. While this still may not be the ultimate size for the USV the 
expeditionary assault force needs as a long-term solution, it will 
go a long way to advancing the state of the art in unmanned semi-
autonomous or autonomous logistics support.

While there are a range of larger USVs that can be evaluated 
by the Navy and Marine Corps, the basic specifications of the 
38-foot Devil Ray (T38) will provide an indication of the ability of 
USVs to provide a steady, continuous stream of logistics support to 
Marines on the beach. The T38 can carry a payload up to 4,500 
pounds. The vessel travels at cruise speed of 25 knots and has a 
burst speed of 80 knots. 

More robust logistics resupply can be provided by larger USVs of 
the same family of Expeditionary Class unmanned surface vehicles. 
The T50 Devil Ray can carry a payload of 10,000 pounds. Like 
its sister T38, the T50 has a cruise speed of 25 knots and a burst 
speed of 80 knots. Given the speed and carrying capacity of 
the T38 and T50, it is readily apparent how they can support the 
rapid buildup of combat power on a contested beach. 

“Operationalizing” Unmanned Logistics Support

This logistics concept would also complicate an adversary’s 
attempts to interdict resupply operations. Rather than hunting 
down and killing a single large, slow, vulnerable surface ship, 
a mother ship could deploy multiple unmanned surface vehicles 
outside the adversary’s weapon systems range. This would force 
the adversary to hunt and destroy each individual USV rather than 
simply tracking and destroying a surface ship moving between 
advanced bases or warships and resupplying them one at a time.

The prospect of assaulting a hostile shore today is more daunting 
than ever, and that is why the Navy and Marine Corps are seeking 
to leverage new technologies to enhance their logistics capabilities. 
The ability of Marines to push inland must depend on the security 
of their logistical support. Using USVs to take on a portion of this 
logistics task takes Sailors and Marines out of harm’s way while 
providing a constant stream of reliable logistics sorely needed by 
Marines on the beach.

T38_Devil_Ray_Speed_Angle (Photo by Andrew Clark)
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As any observer can see from a hilltop near one of several U.S. Marine 
Corps bases, an amphibious formation typically stands no more than 
15-25 nautical miles off the beach being assaulted. Using a notional 
stand-off distance of 20 nautical miles, an amphibious formation 
equipped with four T38s traveling at their cruise speed of 25 knots 
could deliver 18,000 pounds of material from the amphibious ships 
to the beach per hour, allowing the short time needed for loading 
and unloading the craft. Multiply that by twenty-four hours and you 
get a buildup of well-over 400,000 pounds of vital material per day, 
enough to support a substantial force of troops ashore. For the T50, 
a force of four of these USVs can deliver almost one million pounds 
of supplies in one day. These numbers can be further amplified if the 
decision is made to increase the speed above the standard cruise 
speed of 25kts. Transiting at 50kts or better would still be a realistic 
option with these craft.

This elegant solution has three primary attributes. First, the T38 has a 
cruise range of 1,000-1,500 nautical miles, while the T50 has cruise 
range of 1,500-2,000 nautical miles, enabling the expeditionary 
strike group commander to maintain a standoff distance from 
adversary anti-access/area denial weapons. Second, as Soviet 
leader Joseph Stalin famously said, (referring to Russian-German 
tank battles during World War II) “Quantity has a quality of its own.” 
Disbursing logistics supplies in 4,500- or 10,000-pound increments 
among speedy craft means that the loss of one T38 or T50 will not 
derail an entire operation in the same manner as losing a large 
naval vessel would. Finally, and most importantly, delivering logistics 
support to Marines on the beach in this manner does not put Sailors 
and Marines in harm’s way.

The Navy and Marine Corps are planning an ambitious schedule of 
exercises, experiments, and demonstrations in the years ahead. Based 
on the promising performance of small and medium-size unmanned 
surface vehicles in exercises designed to demonstrate how USVs can 
provide logistics support for expeditionary assault forces, the Navy 
and Marine Corps would be well-served to experiment further with 
larger USVs to perform this vital logistics sustainment mission. 

Those nations and navies with significant amphibious assault forces 
would be well served to leverage what the U.S. Navy and Marine 
Corps have already demonstrated in exercises such as Valiant Shield 
and explore the advantages of using unmanned surface vehicles to 
rapidly, reliably and continuously resupply troops ashore.

Devil_Ray_T38_Side_View (Photo by Andrew Clark)
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National Museum of the Surface Navy 
at the Battleship IOWA
BY JONATHAN WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT & CEO

Your National Museum of the Surface Navy at the Battleship IOWA 
team is in the busy summer travel season after hosting LA Fleet Week 
2022 and a POTUS visit.

LA Fleet Week 2022 began on May 24th with the inaugural Maritime 
Leadership Symposium and National Museum of the Surface Navy 
breakfast hosting leadership from military, government, and industry. 
Undersecretary of the Navy Erik Raven spoke about the Navy’s role 
in freedom of the seas and interfacing with regional and international 
alliances. 

In the afternoon, a disaster preparedness drill was held at the Port 
of Los Angeles during which an LCU from USS Portland was launched 
to deliver support equipment. The evening was capped off by a Los 
Angeles Chamber of Commerce reception with leadership from 1MEF, 
Third Fleet, CSG-9, ESG-3, and US Coast Guard present in addition 
to the Undersecretary. LA Fleet Week included over 170 different 
events and 50 community relations activities over the week before 
and through Memorial Day. Several commands were in attendance 
to exhibit and participate, and sailors from the USS Portland and 
USS Essex toured thousands of guests during the four-day weekend. 

On June 10th, the day after the tenth anniversary of our arrival at our 
current berth, Battleship IOWA played host to President Biden as he 
visited the Port of Los Angeles complex to discuss inflation and supply 
chain. The event went flawlessly in large part to the strong working 
relationship established between the City of Los Angeles, Port of Los 
Angeles staff and police department, UPS, and the National Museum 
of the Surface Navy at the Battleship IOWA team. Years of work 
producing LA Fleet Week have helped raise the profile of the Port of 
Los Angeles complex and we are proud to be a part of the national 
level discussion on freedom of the seas.

Our crew has removed numerous bunks within the 25,000 square feet 
of space that will be utilized for the National Museum expansion. 
We recently received a major six-digit contribution from The 
Ahmanson Foundation to upgrade and install the necessary electrical 
infrastructure to accommodate the new museum. We have also 
secured funding to initiate the major design process for the next 
generation immersive experience. 

As I write this article, we are in final review of three remaining 
proposals from prominent designers, each wielding a background 
in themed entertainment with major organizations such as Disney, 
Universal, and others. Be the first to know who we retained by 
signing up as a Surface Navy Museum Plank Owner for free.

In addition to above, we remain at the forefront of innovation for 
hull preservation and maintenance. Mike Getscher, our COO / 
CHENG was recently appointed as Chair of the HNSA Preservation 
and Maintenance committee with a task to address the ongoing 
problems with ship conditions. The committee is developing best 
practices, in affiliation with experts and professionals throughout 
the coatings, corrosion, and maritime industries, to help support 
museum ships across the nation.

Annually, we raise approximately $200,000 to fund our ongoing 
hull preservation routine which includes dive inspections, cathodic 
protection, and waterline maintenance (utilizing a cofferdam); this 
never-ending cycle is much like maintenance on any major bridge. 
We project that within 36 months, our entire waterline (3’ below 
and 6’ above) will be restored to near new condition, technically 
making it possible to be in a proactive maintenance routine versus 
reactive.

We are most proud of our recent progress in hosting DoD 
Skillbridge interns. The dynamic, innovative environment of 

LA Fleet Week Maritime Leadership Symposium at the Jonathan Club on 
May 24th.  Left to right.  Mike Kiely (UPS President of Public Affairs), 
Gene Seroka (Port of L.A. Executive Director), US Navy Undersecretary 
Erik Raven, Amb. Nina Hachigian (City of L.A. Deputy Mayor), Tanya Acker 
(Surface Navy Museum Board Member), Jonathan Williams (Surface Navy 
Museum Pres. & CEO).

Thousands of people visited numerous exhibits during the public days of LA 
Fleet Week.

Visiting service members attending a meet & greet of cast followed by a 
showing of the Terminal List from Amazon Studios during LA Fleet Week.

http://surfacenavymuseum.org/plank_owner
https://skillbridge.osd.mil/
https://skillbridge.osd.mil/
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the organization is a community for veterans and civilians alike. 
Our multitude of programs and opportunities have provided a 
foundational base for transitioning veterans to enter the civilian 
workforce by gaining a greater understanding of their interests 
and desires in a safe environment. This program is growing, and we 
are currently seeking resources through a variety of corporate and 
grant programs to fund the critical support system for expansion. Our 
first intern was offered a dream job via word of mouth before ever 
completing the internship. We are very excited to be able to provide 
a hub of relationships and a supportive environment for transitioning 
military members.

Don’t forget to save the date for Freedom of the Seas 2022 in the 
third week of October (we are currently finalizing the actual day). 
Thank you for your support. We look forward to updating you in the 
coming months. On June 10th, the 10th anniversary of Battleship IOWA's arrival at its 

final berth, President Joe Biden speaks about the importance of Freedom 
of the Seas and inflation to the press and a small group of elected and 
labor leaders.

The U.S. Army receiving the first place award for the annual Galley Wars 
presented by Fox Studios competition between visiting units / commands.  
This year the US Marine Corps won the Dodgeball presented by Fox Sports 
competition.  In 2023, additional competitions will be added to the schedule.Public tours aboard USS Essex during LA Fleet Week.
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SURFACE NAVY ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
 

Application Type: Member Number (if known): Referred By (if applicable): 

q New q Renew 
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Last name:     First: MI: Rank: Date of Birth: 

Branch: q USN q USCG q USA q USAF q USMC      o  Foreign Military 

Status: q Active Duty q Reserve on Active Duty q Retired q Civilian 

Street address: Suite/Apt/Building: 

City: State: ZIP Code: 

Command/Organization: Billet/Position: 

  Email 1: Email 2 (Recommend a second email to maintain contact): 

  Please select email to list in the online members only directory. oo Email 1        oo Email 2        oo Opt Out      USPS Mail Opt Out of Mailing 

Work Phone: Cell Phone: 

How would you like to receive our SITREP Newsletter? q Email  q USPS Mail q Opt Out 

Regional Chapter Affiliation (See Page 2 for Complete List): 
Are you affiliated with the Coast Guard? q Yes q No 

 

MEMBERSHIP TYPE 
Active Duty/Reserve on Active Duty: Life Membership (payment plans are available): 

 Annual 3 Years  Price 

O-7 & Senior q $30.00 q $70.00 Active Duty/Reserve on Active Duty to age 50 q $350.00 

O-6 q $25.00 q $62.50 Active Duty/Reserve on Active Duty 51+ q $250.00 

O-4/O-5 q $20.00 q $50.00 Retired/Civilian to age 40 q $450.00 

CWO/O-1, O-2, O-3 q $15.00 q $20.00 Retired/Civilian 41-50 q $350.00 

Midshipmen None q $15.00 Retired/Civilian 51-60 q $250.00 

E-7/E-9 q $15.00 q $20.00 Retired/Civilian 61+ q $150.00 

E-6 & Below q $10.00 q $20.00  

 

Retired/Civilian q $30.00 q $70.00  

PAYMENT INFORMATION 
Payment Method: q Check q MasterCard q Visa q American Express 

Yes, I would like to donate to the VADM Robert Walters Scholarship Fund: Amount: $ 
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S U R F A C E  N A V Y  A S S O C I A T I O N  M E M B E R S H I P  A P P L I C A T I O N
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Virginia Ballister graduated from 
Mountain View High School, Stafford, VA.  
She will be attending Virginia Tech and 
plans on pursing International Studies.  

VIRGINIA BALLISTER

FRED BERCK SCHOLAR 

Andrew Cavanagh graduated from 
Ocean Lakes High School, Virginia 
Beach, VA.  He will be attending Johns 
Hopkins University and plans on studying 
Neuroscience.

ANDREW CAVANAGH
Haleigh Dilks graduated from Radford 
High School, Honolulu, HI.  She will be 
attending the University of Hawaii Manoa 
and plans on studying Political Science. 

HALEIGH DILKS

Henry Finman graduated from First 
Colonial High School, Virginia Beach, 
VA.  He will be attending the University 
of Wisconsin - Madison and plans on 
studying Business. 

HENRY FINMAN 
Darby Gallagher graduated from La 
Costa Canyon High School, Carlsbad, CA.  
She will be attending Purdue University 
and plans on studying Computer Science.  

DARBY GALLAGHER

LOCKHEED MARTIN SCHOLAR

Stella Johnson graduated from Cape 
Henry Collegiate, Virginia Beach, VA.  
She will be attending Virginia Tech and 
plans on studying Building Construction.  

STELLA JOHNSON
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Amanda Liggins graduated from Hawaii 
Pacific University, receiving a Master 
of Public Administration and is currently 
attending Liberty University pursing a 
Doctorate degree in Criminal Justice with 
a concentration in Homeland Security. 

AMANDA LIGGINS
Abigail Lederer graduated from Deep 
Creek High School, Chesapeake, VA.  She 
will be attending Campbell University and 
plans on studying Biochemistry, Pre-Med.  

ABIGAIL LEDERER 

LOCKHEED MARTIN SCHOLAR

Sydney Meilstrup graduated from Severna 
Park High School, Severna Park, MD.  
She will be attending Tulane University 
and plans on studying Psychology and 
Neuroscience.   

SYDNEY MEILSTRUP 

Jillian Morse graduated from Freedom 
High School, Chantilly, VA.  She will be 
attending Virginia Tech and plans on 
studying Architecture.  

JILLIAN MORSE

BAE SCHOLAR

Matthew Oberley graduated from Salem 
High School, Virginia Beach, VA.  He 
will be attending Colorado School of 
Mines and plans on studying Mechanical 
Engineering.

MATTHEW OBERLEY

LOCKHEED MARTIN SCHOLAR

Brenden Patterson graduated from 
Fairfax High School, Fairfax, VA.  He will 
be attending the University of Delaware 
and plans on studying Political Science/
Pre-Law.  

BRENDEN PATTERSON

2 0 2 2  V A D M  R O B E R T  L .  W A L T E R S
S C H O L A R S H I P  A W A R D E E S
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Emily Rewkowski graduated from 
Connetquot High School, Bohemia, NY.  
She will be attending Sacred Heart 
University and plans on studying Biology.   

EMILY REWKOWSKI
Joseph Richardson graduated from 
Gonzaga College High School, 
Washington, DC.  He will be attending 
Virginia Tech and plans on pursing 
Biological Studies.

JOSEPH RICHARDSON
Katrina Smith graduated from Ironwood 
Ridge High School, Oro Valley, AZ.  
She will be a Sophomore attending 
Western Washington University studying 
Secondary Education - Mathmatics.

KATRINA SMITH

2 0 2 2  V A D M  R O B E R T  L .  W A L T E R S
S C H O L A R S H I P  A W A R D E E S

LOCKHEED MARTIN SCHOLAR
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N J R O T C  E S S A Y  C O N T E S T

USS Missouri – Honor, Courage, and Commitment

Never have the Navy’s core values of Honor, Courage and 
Commitment been more poignantly on display then they were on the 
afternoon of April 11, 1945.  On that day, while sailing off the coast 
of Okinawa in support of the battle that had entered its 11th day, 
the USS Missouri was attacked by two Japanese kamikaze aircraft.  
She was able to down one of the two, but the second successfully 
struck her starboard side.

A famous photograph shows one of the kamikaze planes within yards 
of the Missouri a split second before impacting the ship.  Clearly 
visible in this photo are several of the Missouri’s gun crews.  None of 
the men are fleeing for cover or abandoning their positions.  They 
can be seen demonstrating the greatest of courage as they carry out 
their duties in the midst of harrowing battle conditions.

Every single position of every single gun crew is fully manned in the 
photo.  Despite having been deployed for five months, during which 
time the great majority of the crew had never left the confines of the 
ship, each crew member remained fully committed to the ship and its 
assigned tasks.  Such commitment was not uncommon for the Missouri 
sailors, as almost all, to a man, remained aboard until the Japanese 
surrender was signed on her deck on September 2, 1945.

Following the kamikaze engagement, Missouri crewmen found the 
remains of the Japanese pilot, generally agreed by historians to 
be that of 19-year-old Setsuo Ishino.  When he heard of the body’s 
discovery, Captain William M. Callaghan, Missouri’s commanding 
officer, ordered the ship’s medical team to prepare the body for 
a burial at sea.  The body was draped with a Japanese flag sewn 
by Missouri crewmen and carried on deck. The crew gathered and 
offered a hand salute as the Marine honor guard aimed their 
weapons skyward and rendered a salute over the pilot’s remains. 
The ship’s Senior Chaplain, Commander Roland Faulk, concluded the 
ceremony by saying, “We command his body to the deep,” and his 
body was dropped into the ocean.

The honor and dignity afforded the enemy pilot by the Missouri’s 
Commanding Officer was apt demonstration of the honor with 
which the crew of the Missouri carried out their duties.  In a 
war where the American GIs, Marines and Sailors often viewed 
the Japanese as a despicable, ruthless fanatical enemy, such 
honorable actions were uncommon during the Pacific War.

The qualities of Honor, Courage and Commitment demonstrated by 
the American sailors of World War II were indeed commonplace.  
However, to have a photograph that so richly portrays these 
qualities in the midst of battle is not as common.  Because of the 
skillful and courageous work of a navy photographer onboard the 
USS Missouri on April 11, 1945, at 1443 local time, the world has 
the opportunity to visualize these virtues that were essential to the 
United States victory in the Pacific in World War II. 

References:

http://blog.hawaii.edu/neojourno/2010/11/10/kamikaze-
attack-on-uss-missouri-humanity-in-the-midst-of-war/

https://www.pearlharborhistoricsites.org/blog/war-time

https://www.history.navy.mil/browse-by-topic/wars-conflicts-
and-operations/world-war-ii/1945/battle-of-okinawa/
okinawa-highlights-4-11-april-1945.html

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Missouri_(BB-63)#World_
War_II_(1944%E2%80%931945)

1 S T  P L A C E  N J R O T C  E S S A Y  W I N N E R
CADET HAILEY SMITH

GREENVILLE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, GREENVILLE, OH 

T h e  S N A  E s s a y  C o n t e s t  i s  o p e n  t o  a l l  o u r  N J R O T C  H i g h  S c h o o l s  t o  e n g a g e 
t h e i r  c a d e t s  i n  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  h o w  s a i l o r s  e x h i b i t e d  h o n o r ,  c o u r a g e ,  a n d 
c o m m i t m e n t ,  a n d  w h a t  i t  m e a n s  t o  b e  a  s h i p m a t e .  T h i s  y e a r ' s  s u b j e c t  w a s 
t o  d e s c r i b e  a n  e v e n t  f r o m  t h e  U S S  M i s s o u r i ’ s  W W I I  c a r e e r  a n d  h o w  t h e i r 

a c t i o n s  p l a y e d  a  r o l e  i n  t h e  J a p a n e s e  s u r r e n d e r  i n  T o k y o  B a y . 
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The USS Missouri was a key component of the Japanese surrender 
during WW2. The USS Missouri, also known as the Mighty Mo, is a 
887 foot long, 45 thousand pound Iowa Class Battleship that served 
throughout WW2 as well as the Korean and Gulf wars. It played a 
key part in many major battles against the Japanese. However, the 
most important battle that the Missouri was part of is the battle of 
Okinawa. The battle of Okinawa was the last major battle of WW2 
and the bloodiest one seen in the Pacific theater. The use of the 
Mighty Mo is a key factor that brought an American victory during 
the battle. The success of the USS Missouri demonstrates how the 
Sailors and Marines that were aboard are a prime example of the 
Navy’s core values of honor, courage and commitment.

Honor is defined as conducting oneself in the highest ethical manner 
regardless of what others may think about you. During the battle of 
Okinawa, The USS Missouri aided its carrier group by destroying 
many Japanese vehicles and defending its group from Japanese 
attacks. While the Missouri was with the Okinawa task force, it 
successfully shot down and aided in shooting down 11 enemy aircraft. 
It also repelled 16 total attacks and destroyed a significant amount 
of Japanese defenses along the Island. Because of the Honor shown 
by the Sailors and Marines of the USS Missouri, they were able to 
cripple a large amount of Japan’s defenses on Okinawa which made 
way for the invasion force on the ground.

Courage is defined as having the strength to do what is right even 
through the adversity of others. After the bombardment of Okinawa 
by the Missouri, the ship pulled away from the island and rejoined 
the carrier group. During its time with the carrier group, the Mighty 
Mo was struck by a kamikaze pilot on its starboard side and suffered 
significant damage on one of its gun mounts. This resulted in a fire 
aboard the ship that was quickly extinguished by the efforts of the 
crew. Because of the courage shown by the crew of the USS Missouri, 
they were able to save their ship from suffering significant damage 
and possibly being sunk. 

Commitment is defined as completely dedicating oneself to a task 
or cause. The Sailors and Marines of the USS Missouri undoubtedly 
showed commitment throughout the battle of Okinawa. The Missouri 
played a major part in aiding the troops that would land on the 
beaches of the island. Because of the constant bombardment from 
the Mighty Mo’s guns, the Japanese defenses were weakened which 
allowed American troops to take a foothold on the Beaches and 
eventually push further onto the island. The crew of the ship would 
have had to work relentlessly in order to keep up the constant support 
for the troops that were on the ground. This is a perfect display of 
commitment by the Sailors and Marines of the USS Missouri.  

The battle of Okinawa is arguably the most important battle of 
WW2. It was the last major battle of the Pacific theater and was 
a major point in the war that would lead to an American victory. 
Because of the actions of the crew onboard the USS Missouri, the 
invasion of Okinawa would become much easier for the ground and 

naval forces attacking the island. The actions of the Sailors and 
Marines on the Mighty Mo during the invasion of Okinawa are 
excellent examples of the Navy’s core values of honor, courage, 
and commitment. 
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The USS Missouri is essential to the success of the Battle of Okinawa 
and as a result the Japanese surrender in World War II. The Battle of 
Okinawa is noted as the last major battle of WWII, and was fought 
between the U.S. Navy's fifth fleet, U.S. Army, and U.S. Marine Corps 
against the Imperial Japanese Army. The Missouri’s involvement 
started in March of 1945, the Missouri along with the USS New 
Jersey and USS Wisconsin conducted shore bombardment off of 
Okinawa to distract Japanese from the actual invasion target on the 
western side of the island. During the Battle of Okinawa, the crew 
of the Missouri  demonstrated the Navy’s Core Values and led to the 
Allied Forces prevailing in WWII.

On April 11, 1945, during the Battle of Okinawa, kamikazes attacked 
the Missouri. Although the Missouri was able to shoot down most of 
them, one hit the starboard side of the ship, thankfully not claiming 
any American lives. The pilot of the kamikaze plane was killed and 
his body was found by the crew of the Missouri. The captain of the 
Missouri, Captain William M. Callaghan made the controversial 
decision to give the enemy pilot a military burial conducted by the 
ship's chaplain, and a Japanese flag stitched together by the crew 
was draped over the remains for burial at sea. This demonstrates 
the Navy core values of honor, courage and commitment by showing 
honor and having courage in giving the fallen pilot a burial even 
when other sailors and Marines were against it. The crew of the USS 
Missouri also displayed commitment by helping the Allied Forces win 
the Battle of Okinawa. During the battle the Missouri fired upon 16 
enemy aircraft, claiming five confirmed kills. The sailors and marines 
aboard the Missouri during the Battle of Okinawa showcased the 
Navy Core Values, by giving a young enemy pilot a military funeral 
and by helping the Allied Forces win the battle.

The Battle of Okinawa was significant in helping the Allied Forces 
prevail in WWII. Taking Okinawa would provide the Allied Forces an 
airbase. This would result in an increase in air strikes against Japan, 
block logistical routes, and prevent islands from receiving supplies. 
The battle lasted over 3 months, during which kamikazes attacked 
several times in April 1945 injuring two sailors on the Missouri. 
The Missouri’s efforts in the Battle of Okinawa helped the Allied 
Forces win the battle and eventually the Japanese surrendered on 
September 2, 1945 aboard the Missouri.  

During the Battle of Okinawa, the crew of the Missouri displayed 
the Navy Core Values of honor, courage and commitment and their 
work led to the Japanese surrender. The Missouri’s actions during 
the kamikaze attacks and during the battle overall displayed the 
traits of  honor, courage, and commitment, and their efforts in the 
battle allowed the troops to capture Okinawa. The Missouri directly 
impacted the outcome of WWII, allowing the Allied Forces to prevail 
and the Japanese surrender on the Missouri.          
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II - USS Missouri (en). (n.d.). Retrieved February 5, 2022, from 
https://ussmissouri.org/learn-the-history/world-war-ii-1 

History.com Editors. “Battle of Okinawa.” History.com, A&E 
Television Networks, 29 Oct. 2009, https://www.history.com/
topics/world-war-ii/battle-of-okinawa. 

“Surrender on the USS Missouri.” WWII Foundation, 8 June 2021, 
https://wwiifoundation.org/lesson/uss-missouri/. 

“Battle of Okinawa: The National WWII Museum: New Orleans.” 
The National WWII Museum | New Orleans, 20 May 1970, 
https://www.nationalww2museum.org/war/topics/battle-
of-okinawa#:~:text=Taking%20Okinawa%20would%20
provide%20Allied,home%20islands%20of%20vital%20
commodities. 

“USS Missouri (BB-63).” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 4 Feb. 
2022, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Missouri_(BB-63). 

3 R D  P L A C E  N J R O T C  E S S A Y  W I N N E R
CADET NICOLE CLAY

SOUTH KITSAP HIGH SCHOOL, PORT ORCHARD, WA
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Each year SNA presents awards to NJROTC cadets that possess a character reflecting the Navy's core values of Honor, Courage and 
Commitment; demonstrate leadership potential; demonstrate an aptitude in NJROTC as evidenced by motivation, performance of duty 
and military bearing and receives a "B" or better in NJROTC and a minimum of a cumulative "B" average in academic studies.  Cadets 
are nominated by their SNSI. Cadets receive a certificate and a ribbon or medal.  This year we had requests from 343 schools worldwide.

A. Crawford Mosley High School
Lynn Haven, FL

Presented by CAPT Rick Weston USN (Ret)

Cadet Ethan Strain Cadet Amanda Denley

A.P. Leto Comprehensive H.S.
Tampa, FL

Presented by CAPT Basil Read, USN (Ret)

Cadet Maria Rodriguez

Auburndale High School
Auburndale, FL

Presented by CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)

Cadets Alden Simons & Radhames Fernandez-Vasquez

Booker T. Washington H.S.
Pensacola, FL

Presented by CAPT Thomas Daniel, USN (Ret)

Cadet Tamiya Bartholomew Cadet Conrad Williams

Booker T. Washington H.S.
Norfolk, VA

Presented by CAPT Sam Howard, USN (Ret)

Cadet Jacob Valencia

Central High School
Brooksville , FL

Presented by CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)

Cadets Eduardo Gonzalez and Melissa Noyola
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Clay High School
Green Cove Springs, FL

Presented by LT Linzie Bogan, II, USN

Cadets Mikayla Wyrick & Juliana Eureste

David Crockett High School
Jonesborough, TN

Presented by BMC(SW) Robert Frank, USN (Ret)

Cadet Trenton Roberts Cadet Ty Slagle

 Escambia High School
Pensacola, FL

Presented by CAPT Thomas Daniel, USN (Ret)

Cadet Logan Nash

 Everett Alvarez High School
Salinas, CA

Presented by LT Matthew Albert, USN

Cadet Dante Herrera

Gaithersburg High School
Gaithersburg, MD

Presented by CAPT Robert H. Mitton USN (Ret)

Cadets Analis Yost & Kevin Salmeron

Granby High School
Norfolk, VA

Presented by CAPT Sam Howard, USN (Ret)

Cadet Christina Britton
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H.V. Jenkins High School
Savannah, GA

Presented by Chief Russell Burns, USN (Ret)

Cadet Aniyah Johnson Cadet Ty Slagle

Great Mills High School
Great Mills, MD

Presented by CAPT David J Randle, USN (Ret)

Cadet Samantha Morrison Cadet Joseph Davis

John F Kennedy High School
Silver Spring, MD

CPO Sharon Rogers, USN (Ret) & CDR Lawrence Bateman, USN (Ret)

Cadets Ashley Perez & Darius Gichuru

Liberty High School
Renton, VA

Presented by CAPT John Deehr, USN (Ret)

Cadet Lucy Ellsworth

Lutheran High School
La Verne, CA

Presented by PNCM(SW/AW/MTS) Eduardo M. David, USN (Ret)

Cadets Aletheia Adidjaja & Madison Bauer
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Midland Valley High School
Graniteville, SC

Presented by LCDR Jim Moore, USN (Ret)

Cadet Sayde Moak Cadet Marqel Widner

Nease High School
Ponte Vedra, FL

Presented by CAPT Scott LaRochelle, USN (Ret)

Cadet Mina Dryden

Maury High School
Norfolk, VA

Presented by CAPT Sam Howard, USN (Ret)

Cadet Morgan Elliot

Northview High School
Bratt, FL

Presented by CAPT Thomas Daniel, USN (Ret)

Cadet Joshua Walker Cadet Raven McCarthy

Organ Mountain High School
Las Cruces, NM

Presented by SCPO Robert Rodriguez, USN (Ret)

Cadet Linnette Mesa Cadet Carlos Poches

Picayune Memorial High School
Picayune, MS

Presented by COL Raymond White, USMC (Ret)

Cadet Melissa Toney Cadet William Treadaway 
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Providence Hall High School
Herriman, UT

Presented by LCDR Nate Butikofer, USN (Ret)

Cadet Conner Christensen Cadet Zavier Somerville

Rehobeth High School
Dothan, AL

Presented by LtCol Rob Antolino, USMC (Ret)

Cadet John Welch Cadet Reginald Simpson

Robinson High School
Tampa, FL

Presented by CAPT Martin Drake, USN (Ret)

Cadet Adeline Plymale Cadet Liam McConnell

Pine Forest High School
Pensacola, FL

Presented by CAPT Thomas Daniel, USN (Ret)

Cadet Kiara Peterson Cadet Brooklyn Young

Ramona High School
Ramona, CA

Presented by CPO Tony Dunkailo, USN (Ret)

Cadets Karsen LeClair & Faith Wiggins

Tampa Bay Technical High School
Tampa, FL

Presented by NCC(SW) Edward Robinson, USN (Ret)

Cadets Andrew May & Luke Jones
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Wharton High School
Tampa, FL

Presented by CDR Thomas O'Malley, USN (Ret)

Cadet Lalillian Carr Cadet William Dooley

Washington High School
Washington, IN

Presented by Cadet LCDR Arijandra James

Cadet Juliana Voyles Cadet Alex Moore
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L A  F L E E T  W E E K
PHOTOS COURTESY OF BMC (EXW/SW/IW) NELSON DOROMAL JR.
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General Dynamics Information Technology

General Dynamics Mission Systems

General Dynamics NASSCO

General Tool Company

Gibbs & Cox, A Leidos Company

Global Technical Systems

Halter Marine

HENSOLDT, Inc.

Hepburn and Sons, LLC

Huntington Ingalls Industries

IDEAL Electric

In-Depth Engineering

Innovative Defense Technologies

Innovative Signal Analysis, Inc.

iXblue Defense Systems, Inc.

Kongsberg Defense Systems

L3Harris

Leidos

Leonardo DRS, Inc.

Liberty Military Housing

Lockheed Martin Corporation

ManTech International Corporation

Marotta Controls, Inc.

Milcots, LLC

MIND Technologies

MSI - Defence Systems US LLC

National Inspection and Consultants

NAVICOM Dynamics

NCS Technologies, Inc.

Noblis

Northrop Grumman Naval &  

Oceanic Systems

NOVA Power Solutions, Inc.

NSTIC

Philadelphia Gear

Raytheon Intelligence and Space

Raytheon Missiles and Defense

Rheinmetall Air Defence

Rolls-Royce Marine North America

SAAB

SAIC

Schaefer Electronics

ScioTeq LLC

SEACORP

Serco, North America

Shock Tech, Inc.

SimVentions, Inc.

Sonalysts, Inc.

Sparton Corporation

SSS Clutch Company, Inc.

ST Engineering North America, Inc.

Strategic Insight, Ltd

Systems Planning & Analysis, Inc.

Tech-Marine Business, Inc.

Teledyne Brown Engineering

Teledyne  FLIR

Terma North America, Inc.

Textron Systems

Thales Defense & Security, Inc.

The Boeing Company

The Spectrum Group

Thinklogical, A Belden Brand

Thrustmaster of Texas, Inc.

Training Resources Maritime Institute

Transhield, Inc.

Tri-Tec Manufacturing

Ultra Electronics Ocean Systems, Inc.

United States Marine, Inc.

USAA

Veterans United Home Loans

VSE Corporation

VTG

Wartsila Defense, Inc.

WR Systems, Ltd.

Advanced Acoustic Concepts, LLC

Aerojet Rocketdyne

Amentum

American Defense International

American Systems

AMS Group, Inc.

AMSC

Arete

Atlas North America

Austal

BAE Platforms & Services

BAE Systems, Intelligence & Security

Basic Commerce & Industries, Inc.

BecTech

Birdon America

Booz Allen Hamilton

Bramer Group

CACI International, Inc.

CAES

Capitol Integration

Cisco

Collins Aerospace

Comark Corporation

Crowley Maritime Corporation

Curtiss-Wright

Curtiss-Wright 901D

Deloitte Consulting, LLP

Donaldson Aerospace & Defense

Easton Advisors, LLC

Engineering Services Network, Inc.

Fairbanks Morse

Fairlead

Fincantieri Marine Group

First Command Financial Services

GasTec International Corporation

GE Marine

General Atomics Electromagnetic Systems

General Dynamics Bath Iron Works

T H A N K  Y O U  T O  A L L  O F  O U R  C O R P O R A T E  M E M B E R S
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Founded in 1974, Comark is one of the world’s largest independent 
providers of customized mission critical IIOT, AI/HPC on the edge, 
hardened tactical edge, ruggedized mobility and display, and 
other solutions for the world’s most challenging edge computing 
needs. Comark has deployed millions of units that meet rigorous 
safety, security, performance, and reliability standards, including 
ISO 9001, ABS, UL, FCC, ATEX/IECEx NPFA, IP, and multiple MIL-
STDs. Learn more at https://comarkcorp.com.

A SOURCE CODE COMPANY

The Birdon Group (Birdon, https://birdongroup.com/) – consisting 
of Birdon America, NAMJet, and Birdon Australia – is a diversified 
global group of companies providing whole of life solutions to 
the maritime, military, infrastructure, and resource sectors.  We 
are experts in project management and delivery through our core 
business divisions including Marine, Dredging, and Disposals.

Curtiss-Wright Corporation (NYSE:CW) is a global integrated 
business that provides highly engineered products, solutions and 
services mainly to Aerospace & Defense markets. We leverage a 
workforce of 7,800 highly skilled employees who develop, design 
and build what we believe are the best engineered solutions to the 
markets we serve. Building on the heritage of Glenn Curtiss and the 
Wright brothers, Curtiss-Wright has a long tradition of providing 
innovative solutions through trusted customer relationships. For 
more information, visit www.curtisswright.com.

We are a USA manufacturer of Rugged, Mission Ready Displays, 
Computers and Panel PCs.  Our customer base is 100% military 
and we have been building units for the US Navy since 2002.  Our 
US Navy products are qualified or designed to meet Mil S 901, 
Mil Std 167, 810, and 461.

Our inhouse team of engineers use your requirements to design a 
custom product.  Using qualified assemblies with a proven track 
record we provide the extended tech life cycles required by Navy 
programs. In addition your display/panel pc is assigned a specific 
part number which is followed for the unit’s lifetime.  Milcots 
notifies your team of obsolescence events for major components 
and can recommend managed tech refreshes.  Datasheets may be 
downloaded on www.milcots.com

Navicom Dynamics, world leaders in precision navigation and 
maritime situational awareness technology. Our Portable Pilot Unit 
(PPU) systems are used by the Royal Navy, Australian Navy and 
New Zealand Navy, where they are critical to the safe navigation 
of their largest warships in restricted waters. Real-time positional, 
shipping and manoeuvring data brings enhanced situational 
awareness to Naval Command Teams during operational activities 
or training. Maximise situational awareness for safe, effective ship 
operations with Navicom Dynamics.

Rheinmetall Air Defence AG is one of the world's leading 
manufacturers of modern air defense and anti-aircraft systems. In 
the domain of cannon-based air defense technology, the company 
is the global leader and the sole one-stop supplier of fire control 
systems, automatic cannons, integrated missile launchers and 
programmable air burst ammunition. One core competency is 
the development and manufacture of advanced naval close-in 
weapon systems.
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With a legacy of service to the US Navy that stretches back to 
World War I, Philadelphia Gear has become a premier suppli-
er by designing and building reliable main reduction gears for 
the CVN, DDG, FFG, LHA, and LPD ship types. We bolster our 
manufacturing expertise by offering repair services, OEM parts, 
and Onsite Technical Services (OTSTM) to help further support the 
fleet’s mission at sea. To find out more, visit www.PhilaGear.com/
mil-marine.

Serco has had a major role in the design, modernization and 
sustainment of every class of surface ship in the Navy over the 
past 40 years. As one of the largest service providers to the US 
Navy, Serco is located in all fleet concentration areas, shipyards, 
program offices and surface warfare centers around the country 
and OCONUS and provides an end-to-end service offering that 
spans the entire program life-cycle. Serco supports OPNAV in the 
budgeting and planning process. We support NAVSEA in acquisition 
program management, naval design and engineering, production 
oversite for new construction ships and sustainment of existing 
ships. Serco provides extensive support to NAVWAR in production, 
integration and installation of key C4I systems and NAVSEA for 
installation and logistics of HM&E and combat systems. Finally we 
provide logistics and training services directly to the fleet to help 
maintain a high state of readiness. Serco is now helping the Navy 
innovate and is deeply involved in the design and fielding of new 
unmanned surface and sub-surface vehicles.

Transhield manufactures custom fit anti-corrosion covers and 
electromagnetic shielding solutions for the US Navy. Transhield is at 
the forefront of research and development of advanced protection 
solutions, with a successful track record of collaboration with Navy 
Surface Warfare Centers and Labs. Transhield understands that 
while threats and equipment change, tactical competition will be 
ever-increasing, and mission critical equipment and systems require 
protection to function when needed.

http://www.philagear.com/mil-marine
http://www.philagear.com/mil-marine
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RDML Christopher Alexander USN 

LCDR Kyle Arneson USN 

CDR Suzanna Brugler USN 

LTJG Gregory Burnham USCG 

LCDR Andrew Chess USN 

LTJG Bryan Cusack USN 

LCDR Daniel Denton USN 

IT1 Corey Emerson USN 

LCDR Charles England USCG

 

Mr. Matthew Hamilton  

CAPT Paul Kaylor USN 

CAPT John Kochendorfer USN 

CDR William Lauper USN (Ret)

Mr. Michael Lombardi  

CDR John Lynch USNR (Ret)

CDR John Mastriani USN 

CAPT James Midkiff USN (Ret)

CAPT Mark Morin USCG (Ret)

CWO3 William Nesbitt USN (Ret)

CAPT Christopher Olaes USN (Ret)

Mr. Gary Pash  

Mr. Ethan Pasternack  

Mr. James Quillen  

LT Nathaniel Silvers USN 

LCDR Devereux Smith USN 

CDR Justin Strock USCG 

CDR Janelle Terrell USN 

LT Robert VonAllmen USN (Ret)

N E W  L I F E  M E M B E R S

YNC Winston Banton USN 

MCPO Michael Binert USN 

LCDR Jordan Bradford USN 

ENS Cameron Brunick USN 

LT Andrew Campos USN 

SCPO Pura Carmon USN 

LTJG Harry Clow USN 

LSC Jeremy Comer USN 

GMC Kurt Daesch USN 

CPO Pierre Davis USN 

CMDCM Donald De Leo USCG 

CMC Jeremy DeMello USCG 

HMC Reden Dionisio USN 

1st Sgt Kyle DuBois USMC 

CPO Chris Fonseca USCG 

LT Michael Gagen USCG 

ITC Chris Garrett USN 

SCPO Joshua Garza USN 

HMC Lynette Gilmore USN 

CPO Nathan Grant USN 

LTJG Brandon Greene USN 

LT Mark Guentert USCG 

Mr. Peter Guerrant  

LCDR Erik Guiremand USN 

CPO Brian Hughes USN 

CDR Ryan Kendall USN 

CDR Corey Kerns USCG 

ENS Jatin Khona USN 

YNC Lisette Leguizamo USN 

PO1 Kimshin Lim USN 

SCPO Jesse Lumm USN 

LT Pat Macala USN 

CMDCM Thomas Mace USN 

PO4 Polan Makarov USN 

CMDCM David Marcus USN 

CMDCM Wade McGahan USN 

PRC Robert Medina USN 

MACS Claudia Messinger USN 

SCPO Travis Moore USN 

CMDCM Daryl Niles USCG 

PO2 Alfonso Ornelas USN 

CPO Nathaniel Pennywell USN 

CAPT C. Todd Perry USN (Ret)

SCPO Steven Polster USN 

SCPO Soodjai Pongsuvanrat USN 

CMC Jose Ramiro Guzman USN 

LT Jacob Ricci USCG 

LCDR Scott Richards USN 

LNC Emily Robinson USN 

ENS Jessi Russell USN 

CAPT Jason Ryan USCG 

CPO Patricia Sanders USN 

AO1 Blake Sanford USN 

SCPO Beatriz Santiago USN 

BMC Ryan Sharma USN 

SCPO Ben Shearer USN 

SCPO Richard Smith USN (Ret)

LCDR Isaiah Stokes USN 

CPO Patricia Stupek USN 

SCPO Robert Wawaro USN 

PO1 Jerry Wright USCG 

N E W  T H R E E  Y E A R  M E M B E R S
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CHAPTER NEWS

The USNA Chapter of SNA was proud of the Warriors of the future 
that earned end-of-the-year awards. There were a plethora of 
award winners and future members of the Surface Navy Association. 
Following is a list of all the award recipients and their awards: 
SNA Outstanding Graduate – Matthew Ceh, Elmer A. Sperry Junior 
Navigator – Thien-Huong Bui, Class of 1926 Juniors – Jenna Appleton. 
Additionally, our Midshipmen are developing their navigation and 

Annapolis
PRESIDENT: CAPT JOHN TOBIN, USN

"Our Midshipmen are developing their navigation and leadership skills 
throughout the summer "

SNA Arabian Gulf Chapter hosted CAPT Kevin Kennedy, PERS-41 
and his team on April 11, 2022, during their visit to Naval Support 
Activity Bahrain. SNA sponsored a social for officers and spouses 
following the PERS-41 spouse brief. This event allowed spouses 
to socialize with the PERS 41 team as well as meet VADM Brad 
Cooper, Commander, United States Naval Forces Central Command. 
The event also aligned with the port visit of USS Fitzgerald (DDG 
62) to Bahrain, which enabled the wardroom to take advantage of 
the opportunity to socialize with detailers while getting vital career-
related questions answered.

On June 2, the chapter held a Battle of Midway Kickoff. The event 
started with brief remarks from the Deputy Commodore of Destroyer 
Squadron FIFTY, CDR David Reyes, where he highlighted the 
significance of the Battle of Midway and its importance in the annals 
of US Naval history. The event was planned in collaboration with the 
US Coast Guard, Patrol Forces Southwest Asia (PATFORSWA) as well 
as representatives from every service branch and community who 
played pivotal roles in the battle from 4-7 June 1942. Each service 
and community representative shared key moments and decisive 
decisions made by significant leaders during the battle, leading to 

Arabian Gulf
PRESIDENT: CAPT ROBERT FRANCIS, USN

"The opportunity to socialize with detailers while getting vital career-related questions 
answered"

victory over a superior Japanese force.  The event ended with 
toasts dedicated to each branch and community. Members from 
the crew of USS Port Royal (CG 73), who were visiting Bahrain 
during a scheduled port visit, also attended the commemoration.

The Arabian Gulf chapter wishes everyone and all other chapters 
a safe and fun summer.

leadership skills throughout the summer taking our YP (Yard Patrol) 
craft on our LANTPAT Summer Training. Destinations this year are 
Boston, NYC, and Cape May. This Midshipman run event is key for 
building interest in the Surface Navy and developing the future 
ship SWO leaders in the fleet!
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Battleship IOWA
PRESIDENT: RADM MIKE SHATYNSKI, USN (RET)

Memorial Day and Fleet Week Activities Recap
The Battleship IOWA Chapter got the summer underway with two 
gatherings during LA Fleet Week.  For 2022 and into the future, the 
Navy moved LA Fleet Week to align with NY Fleet Week on Memorial 
Day weekend to kick off the Navy’s summer outreach season.  The top 
of Turret 3 has become an exclusive venue to meet during big events 
alongside or on the fantail of USS IOWA. The Chapter hosted SNA 
National members, crew members of the visiting ships USS Portland 
and USS Essex, and other Surface Navy supporters atop Turret 3 for 
the afternoon headliner concerts on Saturday and Sunday.

On Saturday, FLTCM JoAnn Ortloff USN (Ret), West Coast Vice 
President of SNA National, and RADM Mike Shatynski USN (Ret), 
Chapter President, co-hosted a gathering for the command triad, 
crew members, and Marines of the USS Portland and the USS Essex.  
Flag leadership and staff from C3F, CNRSW, and CSG-9 also 
attended.  On Sunday, the Chapter gathered and hosted the ships’ 

crews again and included Surface Navy supporters from the local 
Navy League and US Naval Academy Alumni chapters.  Although 
Navy lost to Army in the Galley Wars cooking competition earlier 
in the day, attendees shook it off and enjoyed the music of country 
singer Coffey Anderson, especially his heartfelt patriotic song “Mr 
Red White & Blue”.

LA Fleet Week wrapped up on Memorial Day and Chapter 
members were front and center in honoring those lost during the 
closing ceremony.  ENC David Canfield USN (Ret), a Surface 
Navy veteran who served aboard USS IOWA as a young sailor, 
reminded us of the true meaning of Memorial Day when he spoke 
eloquently about the 47 lost in the turret explosion in 1989.  

CDR Bill Lauper USN (Ret), Chapter Treasurer, visited with the Deputy 
Commander US Third Fleet, RDML Larry Watkins USN, Midshipman & future 
SWO Chloe Copat USN, and her grandfather atop Turret 3.  

The Chapter President, RADM Mike Shatynski USN (Ret), and SNA Executive 
Director, CAPT Bill Erickson USN (Ret), welcomed Navy sailors and Marines 
atop Turret 3 aboard USS IOWA.

ENC David Canfield USN (Ret), CIO of the Surface Navy Museum and 
a Battleship IOWA chapter member, remembered his lost shipmates on 
Memorial Day. 

Sailors from USS Portland and USS Essex enjoyed food, beverages, and live 
music on the overwatch position atop Turret 3 during LA Fleet Week.
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USS Constitution
PRESIDENT: CAPT BILL MAUSER, USN (RET)

"Academic and Military Excellence Award to MIDN 1/C Riley A. Patterson"
On April 27th CDR Billie J. Farrell, 77th Commanding Officer of the 
USS Constitution, America’s Ship of State, presented the Surface 
Navy Association, USS Constitution Chapter Academic and Military 
Excellence Award to MIDN 1/C Riley A. Patterson.  MIDN Patterson 
was a graduating midshipman of the NROTC Boston Consortium 
consisting of Boston College, Boston University, Harvard University, 
Northeastern University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and 
Tufts University.

MIDN Patterson hails from Atco, New Jersey, and graduated from 
Boston University with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Biology with 
a concentration in Ecology and Conservation.  She held several 
leadership and training billets within the NROTC command including 
Platoon Commander, Company Executive Officer and Battalion 
Professional Development and Freshman Training Officer.  During her 
final year, MIDN Patterson assisted with lab planning and worked to 
ensure the Boston University Company training plan was executed.  
Additionally, MIDN Patterson mentored underclass midshipmen and 
remained active in the Future Female Officers Club.  Outside of 
NROTC, she helped lead a life group consisting of ROTC cadets and 
midshipmen from multiple Boston area high schools.  

Following commission, MIDN Patterson will report to the USS Fort 
Lauderdale (LPD 28), a San Antonio-class amphibious transport dock 
ship, homeported at Hampton Roads, VA.

CDR Billie Farrell, 77th CO, USS Constitution presenting the USS Constitution 
Chapter’s Academic and Military Excellent Award to MIDN 1/C Riley 
Patterson.

Douglas Munro
PRESIDENT: CDR KELLEE NOLAN, USCG

"WLI discussion panel within CG Headquarters "
The Douglas Munro chapter was proud to help promote the Coast 
Guard Base National Capital Region Women’s Leadership Initiative 
(WLI) discussion panel within CG Headquarters on April 11th.  The 
topic; “Moms Afloat” offered an opportunity to hear from several 
outstanding sailors who have returned afloat after becoming a mom. 
The panel, comprised of RADM (Ret) Cari Thomas, RADM Joanna 
Nunan, CAPT Laura Collins, CDR Lauren Dufrene, and LCDR Karen 
Kutkiewicz, offered experiential insight and a positive outlook for 
the future. 

We heard from shipmates that returned to sea as mothers and how 
that experience affected them as leaders, peers, and subordinates. 
We also participated in insightful discussion on the ramifications that 
motherhood presented to each of their careers. The WLI’s mission is 
to “support professional development and mentorship opportunities 
for Coast Guard women in the service and beyond”, and more 
information on the WLI can be found at their webpage: www.
USCGWLI.org

Additionally, on June 8th, we wished fair winds and calm seas to 
our members departing the Chapter for next assignments.  RDML 
Fedor offered encouragement and outlined an exciting time to be 
a Cutterman, with new acquisitions on the horizon, and encouraged 
those of us marooned ashore to continue our valuable efforts to 

Douglas Munro Chapter Partners with USCG Women’s Leadership Initiative 
for Moms Afloat Discussion Panel and Says Farewell to Members Headed 
Back to the Fleet. Pictured from L to R:  CAPT Laura Collins, RADM Joanna 
Nunan, LCDR Karen Kutkiewicz, RADM (Ret) Cari Thomas, and CDR Lauren 
Dufrene.

support the fleet and our shipmates standing the watch.  Next 
month, we look forward to welcoming new members as transfer 
season moves forward and the Douglas Munro Chapter will 
announce our newly elected Board of Directors. 
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Greater Washington
PRESIDENT: CAPT DAVE STONER, USN

Midshipman Presented with Sword and Golf Tournement Results

On April 22nd, Captain Robert Bryans presented a sword to 
Midshipmen Theresa Whitfield at the George Washington University 
ROTC award ceremony.  Each year, the chapter presents a sword to 
a graduating cadet that has selected Surface.  Midshipmen Whitfield 
was selected to the USS JOHN P. MURTHA in San Diego. 

On April 27th, the chapter hosted 102 golfers at its 2022 Spring 
golf tournament at the Laurel Hill Golf Club.   

The winning team was Matthew Burkhardt, Win Khanijoun, Thomas 
Murphy and Stephen Pokora. The second-place team was Jim 
Bongardt, King Dietrich, Joseph Fortson and Chuck Neary. Third 
place honors went to David Inkellis, Deb Limback, Van Moffatt and 
Thomas Taylor. Closest to Pin honors went to Tom Martin and Longest 
Drive went to Stephen Pokora.  Terry Blake won the putting contest 
with sinking the putt in one shot.  Congratulations to all!

A huge thank you to our corporate sponsors:  General Dynamics 
Mission Systems, Huntington Ingalls Industries, Lockheed Martin, and 
SimVentions.  Our next tournament is scheduled for October 18th at 
the Twin Lakes Golf Course in Clifton, VA.  Registration will open in 
September. 

Our next monthly luncheon is scheduled for July 27th at the Hyatt 
Regency Crystal City.

If there is a specific guest speaker you would like to hear from or an 
event that you would like to see get added to the calendar, please 
reach out to communications@navysna.org and  gwc@chapter.
navysna.org. We appreciate your feedback!

Your GWC Chapter Officers and Committee Chair members are 
excited about 2022 and dedicated to getting together more 
frequently in person.  Keep an eye on the social calendar located 

on the SNA Greater Washington Chapter website http://chapter.
navysna.org/new/gwc/  as events are updated and follow us on 
Facebook! 

Midshipman Theresa Whitfield, George Washington University Class of 
2022, receives a Navy Sword on behalf of the SNA Greater Washington 
Chapter at the Capital Battalion NROTC Spring Awards Ceremony.  The 
award was presented by the chapter president, CAPT Bob Bryans.

Greater New York
PRESIDENT: CAPT DAVID REWKOWSKI, USN

"Opportunities to hear from distinguished and relevant speakers right from 
your living room"
Our Chapter continues to roll out opportunities to hear from 
distinguished and relevant speakers right from your living room.  In 
March, Rear Admiral Rob Nowakowski addressed the Chapter on the 
role of Task Force Littoral Combat Ship (Task Force LCS), which he was 
commanding at the time (he has since turned over to Rear Admiral 
Ted LeClair and is now serving as Reserve Vice Commander, U.S. 
Naval Forces Central Command).  Our unique Chapter composition 
was tailor made for Admiral Nowakowski, as several of our corporate 
members have worked or are working on LCS systems, and even 
provided RDML Nowakowski with some helpful points of contact.

A quarterly, virtual meeting was held in June, and was attended 
by members from as far south as Norfolk (on TDY, to be fair) to 

Skaneateles in the west, Albany in the (sort of) north, southern 
Connecticut, and Long Island.  The heart of the discussion was 
Chapter contributions to the VADM Robert Walters Scholarship 
Fund and other fundraising activity.  If any member is interested 
in leading that effort, please reach out to any board member.

Finally, as the SUNY Maritime NROTC Consortium and U.S. 
Merchant Marine Academy commencement and commissioning 
ceremonies tee off, we are eager to meet in person with the future 
SWOs from our area.  As usual, those mentoring and networking 
events will take place somewhere in New York City.  Stay tuned. 
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First Place Team
2022 Spring Golf Tournament

Third Place Team
2022 Spring Golf Tournament

Second Place Team
2022 Spring Golf Tournament

Terry Blake wins the tournament putting contest with one shot. CAPT (Ret) Tom Disy, RDML Paul Schlise, VADM John Mustin and VADM 
Ron Boxall enjoy a day out on the course at the SNA GWC tournament.
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Gulf Coast
PRESIDENT: CAPT TOM DANIEL, USN (RET)

(Left to Right) Capt. Tom Daniel, President SNA Gulf Coast Chapter, NJROTC 
Cadet Tre'lyn Cook; NJROTC Cadet Marlee Scott, SY 2021-22 SNA Stephen 
Decatur awardee; Cadet Capt. Carter Barros, President Alabama JROTC, 
and Honorable Kay Ivey, Governor of Alabama. 

SNA Gulf Coast Chapter President, Capt. Tom Daniel speaks to members at 
the National Flight Academy next to Naval Air Musuem at NAS Pensacola, 
Florida on May 20th.

Gulf Coast SNA Chapter tours National Flight Academy, NAS Pensacola, 
on May 20, 2022.
Left to Right: David & Aliza Smith, Shane Ahalt, Ryan Ahalt, Capt. Tom 
Daniel USN (SNA Gulf Coast Chapter President) , Jeff Simpkins, Sam 
Monaco, Zachary Seiler, Capt. Matt Meilstup USCG (SNA Gulf Coast 
Chapter Vice President) and Eric Gleason

Hampton Roads
PRESIDENT: CAPT JAMIE MURDOCK, USN

"We look forward to lots of participation in the events that we have in store 
for our members"
A hearty welcome to Summer in the Hampton Roads area to all 
Surface Warriors, Cuttermen, and Civilian Mariners!  The Spring 
quarter was very busy, exciting, and full of SNA events.  We look 
forward to the next few months of great beach weather and a full 
slate of summertime professional and social events that we have in 
store for our members.  

First off, we’d like to pass on some news regarding a leadership 
change at our Chapter.  CAPT Jim Kirby, HRSNA Chapter President, 
recently retired from active duty and has passed on the HRSNA 
leadership torch to CAPT Jamie Murdock.  We’d like to specifically 
acknowledge all of the hard work, effort, and personal time Jim 
graciously gave to the HRSNA Chapter over the past few years.  He 
kept the professional comradery and social fabric of our chapter 
members going strong during COVID by instituting virtual meetings, 
presentations, and social events throughout.  We wish him Fair Winds 
and Following Seas as he moves onto the post-Navy chapter of his 
life – Jim thank you and BZ!

We recommenced our monthly luncheon series at Vista Point in April 
with a great presentation and discussion by our guest speaker 
CAPT Ian Scaliatine, Commanding Officer, Mariner Skills Training 
Center, Atlantic (MSTCLANT).  He provided a comprehensive insight 
into the new training regimen for junior Surface Warfare Officers 
covering the Basic Division Officer, OOD Phase I, OOD Phase 
II, and Advanced Division Officer courses along with the robust 
Surface Warfare Officer assessments across the career path 
and Navigation, Seamanship, and Shiphandling efforts.  It was a 
very impactful and inspirational presentation that impressed all 
those in attendance.  Our May luncheon speaker was CAPT (Ret) 
Bob Cepek, Uncrewed Systems Program Manager of Huntington 
Ingalls Industries (HII) Mission Technologies.  He spoke about the 
role HII plays in the future of unmanned technologies and what 
it means for the future of our Navy.  It was an innovative and 
exciting lecture that provides promise of how unmanned systems 
can change the conduct of naval warfare.  Our June luncheon 
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Commodore Milciades "Tony" Then, DESRON TWO TWO and SNA 
Hampton Roads Chapter President CAPT Jamie Murdock at the monthly 
SNA HR luncheon.

speaker was CAPT Milciades "Tony" Then, Commodore, DESRON 
TWO TWO.  He discussed his recent surge deployment with six 
DDGs while he was embarked onboard MOUNT WHITNEY to the 
Western Atlantic, North Sea, and Baltic Sea as CTG 2.1 under C2F’s 
operational control.  His presentation focused upon the command 
relationships, opportunities, challenges, and operations that his 
DESRON and assigned ships executed in support of enhancing 
and building partnerships with NATO nations while at the same 
time deterring Russian military aggression.  It was an exciting and 
meaningful deployment that was highly successful and a precursor to 
future operations with our NATO allies.

HRSNA remained engaged in the local Hampton Roads area by 
formerly acknowledging outstanding Ensigns, Midshipmen, and 
NJROTC students in the local area.  The top graduates of the Basic 
Division Officer Course were presented with their own personal pair 
of binoculars as they head to their first ships.  The number one Surface 
Warfare midshipman (MIDN William Sanders) from the Hampton 
Roads NROTC symposium was recognized and received a distinctive 
clock for his efforts.  Outstanding Hampton Roads area NJROTC 
cadets from several local high schools received the Stephen Decatur 
award as acknowledgment of their distinctive efforts throughout the 
past year.

Our “Capstone Event” for the Spring quarter in the Hampton Roads 
area was co-hosting with SNA National, the SNA East waterfront 
conference.  This first of its kind event in the Hampton Roads area 
was very well attended by local Surface Warriors, Cuttermen, 
and Civilian Mariners.  The first day held at NAB Little Creek, was 
focused on Amphibious Warfare/Unmanned Surface Vehicles; the 
second day held at Half Moon Cruise Ship terminal in downtown 
Norfolk, was focused on the Surface Force’s Competitive Edge; and 
the third day held at USCG Station Portsmouth, was focused on the 
U.S. Coast Guard.  A line up of distinctive panels and speakers 
including VADM Roy Kitchener, VADM Steven D. Poulin (USCG), 
RADM Brendan McLane, and RDML Chris Alexander, made the event 
highly informative and successful.  All in attendance had a great time 
and we were able to recruit 27 more members to the Surface Navy 
Association.  We all here at HRSNA look forward to many more 
future SNA East events.

In addition to the social events surrounding SNA East, the HRSNA 
Chapter was proud to have conducted its Spring Golf tournament 
at Sewells Point golf course helping to raise funds for the SNA 
Scholarship Fund. 

The Summer Quarter will be very busy for HRSNA, and we look 
forward to lots of participation in the events that we have in store for 
our members.  We will be hosting our next social event on Thursday, 
June 30, at Tribal Axe in Virginia Beach – come out and throw some 
axes while socializing with fellow Surface Navy professionals.  Our 
next in-person luncheon at Vista Point is scheduled for Thursday, July 
21st, 1130-1300.  We have reserved some bays at Top Golf on 
Saturday, July 23, and are planning a social event and corn hole 
tournament at Farmhouse Brewery in Virginia Beach sometime in 
August.

On the long-range planning schedule, mark your calendars (personal 
and command/corporate) for our 2022 SNA Hampton Roads 
Chapter Fall Golf Tournament at Sewells Point golf course scheduled 
for Friday, October 14th.  Additionally, we are looking at an 

offshore fishing excursion in the September/October timeframe.  
As everyone can see, the HRSNA Chapter remains fully engaged 
and active in the local area – come out and join us for some 
Surface Warrior comradery! 

Make sure that your e-mail address is updated with SNA National 
to ensure that you are receiving communications about all our 
activities especially all of the events that we have in store for 
Summer and Fall 2022.  See our website at http://chapter.
navysna.org/hamptonroads/; follow us on our Facebook page - 
@SNAHAMPTONROADS and Twitter page - https://twitter.com/
NavyRoads to keep up with our activities.  We have also established 
a LinkedIn group titled Surface Navy Association Hampton Roads 
Chapter at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8954514/ to 
facilitate further networking for likeminded Surface Warriors.  
You can reach us directly through e-mail at surfacenavyassoc.
hr@gmail.com or come talk to one of the board members at the 
monthly luncheon.  We are always looking for additional board 
members and those members that just want to volunteer their time 
to the professional organization that champions Surface Warfare.
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Mid-South
PRESIDENT: CAPT KEVIN KENNEDY, USN

"We consider it an honor to serve the finest officers our Fleet has to offer"
selecting top talent across the fleet for selective programs. The 
Talent Management Board message will be released in June 
explaining how to apply. If you have any questions, please contact 
your detailer for clarification.

Please take a moment to read, and share with your Wardroom, 
the latest PERS-41 Newsletter and Community Brief located on 
our updated website.  Both provide a vast amount of information 
important to understand for your own career management. 
Contact your detailer if you have any questions.  Lastly, keep on 
the lookout for updated PERS-41 detailer visits on social media!

On behalf of the entire Surface Warfare team here in Millington, 
we consider it an honor to serve the finest officers our Fleet has 
to offer.  As always, we are standing by to answer any questions 
you may have!

What an amazing spring of 2022!  The SNA Mid-South Chapter 
Members and PERS-41 team kicked off our spring with our detailing 
road shows. We started with trips to Bahrain, Yokosuka, Spain, and 
Italy in April, receiving a great reception and questions from across 
the waterfront. The PERS-41 team was also able to attend SNA 
East in Little Creek/Naval Station Norfolk to a great reception of 
officers across the fleet. We will attend NNOA’s 50th Anniversary 
from 25-29th July in Annapolis Maryland, and also attend the JO 
Training Symposium in San Diego from 27-29th of July. Lastly for 
the summer the SNA Mid-South Chapter is excited to attend the SNA 
Waterfront Symposium from 14-19th August. Emails and phone calls 
are convenient – but nothing replaces the opportunity to speak to 
you and address your questions and concerns in person.  

The FY-23 Department Head Board in coming up in August. You should 
have received an email from your detailer detailing how to prepare 
your record for the screening board. If you believe you should have 
received an email, but did not, contact your Detailer immediately. 
Later in August we will conduct our FY-23 Talent Management Board 

Mayport
PRESIDENT: CDR WADE SMITH, USN

Recognizing the Contributions of Junior Sailors Across the Waterfront
SNA Mayport has been busy recognizing our Sailors and supporting 
the North Florida community. In April, we hosted a Sailor of the Year 
Banquet at Ocean Breeze in order to recognize the contributions 
of junior Sailors across the waterfront. Our keynote speaker was 
CMDCM Ian Thompson, the Command Master Chief of Afloat Training 
Group Mayport. 

SNA Board members have also been active in the North Florida 
community, visiting local Navy Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps 
end-of-year award ceremonies to present the Stephen G. Decatur 

Award to deserving cadets. LT Linzie Bogan, II presented the 
awards to Cadet Juliana Eureste and Cadet Mikayla Wyrick of 
Clay High School. RSCS Latorya Forte presented the award at 
Bishop Kenny High School. 

The Mayport chapter has more events on the horizon, including 
guest presentations from Navy Veteran Transition Assistants from 
Navy Regional Reserve Corps Service Site Southeast, social 
events later this summer, and volunteer events in the fall. For any 
questions, be sure to reach out to snamayport@outlook.com! 
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Monterey
PRESIDENT: LT KATRINA BERNAL, USN

Supporting the Naval Postgraduate School’s SECNAV Guest 
Lecture (SGL) Series
As another quarter comes to a close at the Naval Postgraduate 
School, we wish those shipmates who are graduating fair winds and 
following seas as they prepare to rejoin the fleet! 

We thank the NPS Surface Warfare Chair and SNA Chapter 
Treasurer, CAPT Dan Sunvold, for his invaluable leadership and 
mentoring that he has provided our community throughout his tenure.  
CAPT Sunvold retires in July and plans to move to Virginia. 

The chapter welcomes LT Katrina Bernal as our new president. 
Katrina is an Operations Research student at NPS. She replaces LT 
Matt Albert, who is headed to Department Head school.

Distinguished Visitors, Community Events, and Socials:

In April, the chapter held its first informal join-up of the year in the 
Rose Garden outside of the Trident Room at NPS. The following 
month, the chapter happily hosted RADM(Ret) Nevin Carr, who spoke 
to NPS SWOs and SNA members about emerging and disruptive 
technologies. 

Naval Postgraduate School’s SECNAV Guest Lecture (SGL) Series 
provides the opportunity and platform for distinguished leaders to 
address the NPS community on a recurring basis.  This quarter:

• Vice Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral William Lescher, 
discussed the Navy’s “Get Real, Get Better” initiative.

• Jason Zander, executive vice president of Strategic Missions 
and Technologies at Microsoft, discussed the fifth domain in 
Strategic Competition and the challenges in keeping up with 
this rapidly developing front. 

New SWO Warfighting Seminars at NPS: In May, Surface 
Warfare Tactics Instructors from the Surface and Mine Warfighting 
Development Command visited NPS and presented a warfighting 
vignette designed to introduce future Tactical Action Officers to 
emerging tactics. Warfighting Seminars are expected to continue 
on a quarterly basis.

Meyer Scholar Update: The Meyer Scholar program offers 
professional development opportunities for Surface Warriors at 
NPS. This quarter, Meyer Scholars attended a series of lectures 
on lasers. The topic for next quarter’s lecture series is hypersonics. 

Newport
PRESIDENT: CAPT BRIAN MUTTY, USN

"We continue to conduct outreach and promote SNA membership 
across Newport"
The Surface Navy Association Newport Chapter is in full swing this 
summer, supporting events both on-base and in the community.  

In June, the Newport chapter provided support to the 39th Annual Black 
Ships Festival in Newport, RI.  The Black Ships Festival commemorates 
the historic achievements of Commodore Matthew C. Perry, USN, a 
native of Rhode Island. The festival celebrates the signing of the 
Treaty of Kanagawa in 1854, brokered by Commodore Perry, which 
ended two centuries of Japanese isolationism and brought our two 
countries together as trading partners.

Also in June, the Newport Chapter hosted a social event at the 
Naval Station Newport Officers’ Club as part of the SWSC Board 
of Visitors.  This event, held annually in conjunction with SCSTC and 
SMWDC, is designed to examine training in the areas of maritime 

warfare, mariner skills, and material readiness, to identify areas 
of concern and facilitate meaningful discussion for the betterment 
of the Surface Force.

The Newport team continues to conduct outreach and promote 
SNA membership across Newport to Sailor of all ranks across the 
Newport domain, to include the students and staff at the Naval 
War College, SWSC, OTCN, NAPS, and various other commands. 
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Summer is here in San Diego, and the San Diego SNA Chapter is 
hard at work planning our upcoming signature events.  We’re on 
track to host the annual SNA Waterfront Symposium at Pier 2 on 
Naval Base San Diego on 17-18 August 2022.  The theme will 
be “Surface Warfare: The Competitive Edge,” and we’re looking 
forward to another year’s worth of interesting speakers and great 
exhibitors.  The week will wrap up with the annual Admiral Prout 
Memorial Golf Tournament on 19 August at Sea and Air Golf Course, 
Naval Air Station North Island.  Hope to have a great turnout at this 
event, which supports the San Diego Chapter’s signature scholarship 
program for surface warriors and their families!

This Spring, the Chapter continued its regular drumbeat of 
engagement events.  On 16 May, the Chapter sponsored another 
BDOC event at Quarters V, official residence of VADM Kitchener.  
The SNA Board – along with afloat COs, XOs, and Department 
Heads from across the San Diego waterfront – were able to offer 
mentorship and answer questions for another class of new Ensigns 
about to report to their first ships.  Special thanks to VADM and Mrs. 
Kitchener and the CNSP staff for another great event!

The BDOC event was hot on the heels of another great SNA San 
Diego happening – the quarterly Warrior Join-Up social hour!  This 

San Diego
PRESIDENT: CAPT JAMES HARNEY, USN

"Hot on the heels of another great SNA San Diego happening"
event, held at the Field Irish Pub in downtown San Diego and hosted 
by the Wardroom of USS O’KANE (DDG 77), brought together 
surface warriors for an evening of good food, good beverages, 
and camaraderie.  Another key event from the past few months was 
the continuation of our professional speakers’ series.  On 19 April, 
we were fortunate to host RDML Robb Chadwick, Commander, 
Carrier Strike Group NINE as this quarter’s speaker.  The Admiral 
gave some amazing perspectives on leadership he accrued over 
his decades of naval service at the Naval Base San Diego base 
theater.  

This month, the Chapter bid a fond farewell to LT Keemiya 
Pourmonir, our USCG liaison, as she wrapped up her command tour 
in USCGC HADDOCK (WBP 87437) and heads off to Washington, 
DC to enroll in law school.  We also had the pleasure of welcoming 
her relief in HADDOCK LTJG Greg Burnham to also relieve her on 
the San Diego Board as our new USCG liaison.  Fair winds and 
following seas to Keemiya, and welcome aboard, Greg!

As always, please bookmark our site at http://chapter.navysna.
org/new/san-diego/ for the latest information and directions on 
how to register for our upcoming events. 

Saturday, October 22, 2022. 6:00pm Aboard The Battleship IOWA
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CAPT Troy Stoner, USN (Ret) 
Treasurer

CAPT David Lee, USN (Ret) 
Secretary

VADM Barry McCullough, USN (Ret) 
Immediate Past President

DIRECTORS AT LARGE
CAPT Emily Bassett, USN

GSCS(SW/AW) John Bradshaw, USN

LCDR Jared Carlson, USN

CAPT Adam Chamie, USCG

CAPT Janet Days, USN

CAPT Mike Fierro, USN (Ret)

LCDR Jason Garfield, USN

RADM Jeffrey Hathaway, USCG (Ret)

Mr. Andrew Hicks

RADM Brad Hicks, USN (Ret)

VADM Mary Jackson, USN (Ret)

CAPT James Kirby, USN

LCDR Jamesrobert Koffi, USN

CAPT Donna Looney, USN (Ret)

BM3 Harriett Martin, USN

CDR Justin Nadolny, USCG

CMDCM (SW) Bernard Quibilan, USN (Ret)

CAPT Michael Salvato, USN (Ret)

CAPT Glen Sears, USN (Ret)

RADM Mike Shatynski, USN (Ret)

LCDR John Singletary, USCG

FORCM Thomas Snee, USN (Ret)

CMC Devin Spencer, USCG

LCDR Andrew Stafford, USN

LCDR David Zieroth, USN

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CAPT William Erickson, USN (Ret)
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CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)
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ADM Arleigh Burke, USN (Ret) 
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N A T I O N A L  B O A R D  O F  D I R E C T O R S

GREAT LAKES 
Vacant

GULF COAST 
CAPT Thomas Daniel, USN (Ret) 

HAMPTON ROADS 
CAPT Jaime Murdock, USN

KEY WEST 
CDR Grant Thomas, USCG

MAYPORT/JACKSONVILLE 
CDR Wade Smith, USN

MIAMI/FT. LAUDERDALE 
LT Ryan Montvydas, USCG

MID-SOUTH (Memphis, TN) 
CAPT Kevin Kennedy, USN

MONTEREY BAY 
LT Katrina Bernal, USN

NATIONAL CUTTERMEN 
CAPT John Driscoll, USCG

NEWPORT 
CAPT Brian Mutty, USN

NEW LONDON 
CDR John McTamney, USCG

NEW YORK 
CAPT David Rewkowski, USN

PEARL HARBOR 
CAPT Ken Athans, USN

PHILADELPHIA 
RADM Joseph Hare, USNR (Ret)

PUGET SOUND 
CAPT Timothy Long, USN

SAN DIEGO 
CAPT James Harney, USN

SASEBO 
Vacant

TAMPA BAY 
CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)

WASHINGTON, D.C 
CAPT Dave Stoner, USN

YOKOSUKA 
CAPT Charles Sargeant, USN

ANNAPOLIS 
CAPT John Tobin, USN

ARABIAN GULF 
CAPT Robert Francis, USN

BATH, MAINE 
CDR Kelly Craft, USN

BATTLESHIP IOWA 
RADM Mike Shatynski, USN (Ret)

BAY AREA 
CAPT Blake Novak, USCG

CHARLESTON 
CAPT Clinton Carlson, USCG

CONSTITUTION 
CAPT Bill Mauser, USNR (Ret)

DAHLGREN 
CDR Ernest Swauger, USN (Ret)

DOUGLAS MUNRO ANACOSTIA 
CDR Kellee Nolan, USCG

GAETA/NAPLES 
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C H A P T E R  P R E S I D E N T S
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communications@navysna.org
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CAPT Robert Warner, USN (Ret) 
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CHARLESTON 
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M E M B E R S H I P  P O I N T S  O F  C O N T A C T
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